
What has happened is hard to 
believe. One fine day I woke up to 
see that BD860 was robbed from 

my account through ten online 
transactions, mainly of BD99 and 

lesser amounts

As the process to block the 
account was ongoing, the robber 

struck once again. Twenty-five 
transactions of BD99 were carried 

out by the robber, leaving the 
bank officials clueless as to what 

to do next

Staff Reporter
TDT | Manama

No one knows what to do 
now! It seems the fraud-
sters targeting the online 

banking and financial transac-
tion networks in the Kingdom 
are on a rampage; scores con-
tinue to lose money from their 
bank accounts daily. The victims 
say banks and money wallet ap-
plications are not owning up 
the responsibility to safeguard 
their online accounts while at-
tempting to engage in a blame 
game. And most interestingly, 
among those who lost money 
is an IT manager of a financial 
institution.   

The Daily Tribune office has, 

until now, received tens of calls 
from the victims, who are at sea 
after losing bucks from their 
accounts. The hackers have also 
managed to steal from the ac-
counts of many companies and 
organisations. It is high time the 
authorities take serious steps 
to contain the fraudsters and 
their seemingly vast networks 

spreading worldwide.
Speaking to The Daily Tribune, 

Ajeesh P K, a resident in the 
Kingdom, who and his employ-
er lost BD4,500 to scammers, 
said he has yet to come to terms 
with the “nightmare”. “What 
has happened is hard to believe. 
One fine day I woke up to see 
that BD860 was robbed from 

my account through ten online 
transactions, mainly of BD99 and 
lesser amounts. I also saw two 
missed calls from a WhatsApp 
number not in my contacts.

“I could also see that 100 fils 
had been transferred to my ac-
count using an online payment 
app carrying the same number, 
from which the stranger had 
made WhatsApp calls. I suspect 
him to have hacked my account 
and stolen money and have filed 
a complaint against him with the 
local police.

“On the same day, I visited 
my bank branch to block my 
account. Suddenly, my employ-
er called me, saying BD310 had 
been robbed from the company 
account. Since my account and 

company account were with the 
same bank, I asked the branch 
manager to block both of them.  

“As the process to block the 
account was ongoing, the robber 
struck once again. Twenty-five 
transactions of BD99 were car-
ried out by the robber, leaving 
the bank officials clueless as to 
what to do next. Subsequent-
ly, both accounts have been 
blocked and are not being used 
now for any transactions.”  

Ajeesh said he has filed a com-
plaint with Sitra Police and the 
CID Department but is unsure 
about getting the robbed mon-
ey back, which is the case with 
most of the victims, who con-
tacted The Daily Tribune.

(Continued on page 5)
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Saudi-led coalition 
denies targeting 
detention centre in 
Yemen’s Saada
Reuters | Cairo

The Saudi-led coalition 
fighting Iran-aligned 

Houthis in Yemen denied 
targeting a detention centre 
in Yemen’s Saada province, 
saying the facility hit was 
not a site restricted from 
strikes, the Saudi official 
news agency SPA reported 
yesterday. 

“The coalition will inform 
the Office for the Coordi-
nation of Humanitarian Af-
fairs in Yemen (OCHA) and 
the International Commit-
tee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
on the facts and details,” the 
state news agency said, cit-
ing a coalition spokesman.

He said the target in Saa-
da was not on no-targeting 
lists agreed upon with the 
OCHA, was not reported by 
the ICRC and did not meet 
the standards stipulated by 
the Third Geneva Conven-
tion for Prisoners of War.

Kuwait foreign 
minister visits 
Beirut
Reuters

Kuwait’s foreign min-
ister visited Beirut on 

Saturday in the first trip by 
a senior Gulf Arab official 
since a diplomatic rift last 
year, saying he had deliv-
ered confidence-building 
proposals to Lebanon in a 
message coordinated with 
Gulf states. Speaking after 
meeting Lebanese Prime 
M i n i st e r  Na j i b  M i ka -
ti, Sheikh Ahmad Nasser 
Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah 
said ties with Beirut had not 
been severed and relations 
were now in a phase of con-
fidence-building measures.

Victims of online banking scams ‘hardly get their money back’ amid rising number of online heists

For a better tomorrow 
Bahrain rolls out strategies and initiatives to enhance Kingdom’s long-term competitiveness

TDT | Manama 

New strategies and initiatives 
aimed at developing the 

economy and creating quality 
opportunities for citizens were 
released yesterday by the King-
dom following the directives of 
His Majesty King Hamad bin Isa 
Al Khalifa and His Royal High-
ness Prince Salman bin Hamad 
Al Khalifa, the Crown Prince 
and Prime Minister. 

The ambitious plan revolves 
around five key pillars, as an-
nounced by the Cabinet chaired 
by HRH Prince Salman in Octo-
ber 2021. 

These include creating quality 

jobs for Bahrainis to make them 
the ‘employee of choice’ in the 
labour market, launching major 
strategic projects, developing 
strategic priority sectors, simpli-
fying and increasing the efficien-
cy of commercial procedures and 
achieving fiscal sustainability 
and economic stability. 

Sector-wise, the strategy fo-
cuses on Oil and Gas, Tourism, 
Logistics, Industrial, Financial 
Services, Telecommunications, 
IT and Digital Economy. 

The plan introduces sev-
eral initiatives and strategies 
to enhance the Kingdom’s 
long-term competitiveness, 

for which the concerned au-
thorities are launching work  
strategies. The focus is on mak-
ing citizens the first choice in 
the labour market, facilitating 
commercial procedures and in-
creasing their effectiveness to 
attract investments, implement-
ing major development projects, 

and developing promising sec-
tors with the aim of non-oil GDP 
growth. 

The strategy also focuses on 
enhancing endeavours for finan-
cial sustainability and economic 
stability by achieving financial 
balance by 2024.

(continued on page 4)
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The ambitious plan 

revolves around five key 
pillars, as announced by 
the Cabinet chaired by 
HRH Prince Salman in 

October 2021. 
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Decoding the economic 
recovery plan

(Continued from page 1)

Bahrain announced its eco-
nomic recovery plan with 
the launch of the Tourism 

Sector Strategy 2022-2026 on 
November 6, 2021. 

It aimed at raising the level of 
tourism indicators such as tour-
ist spending to 2 billion Bahraini 
dinars, the average tourist nights 
to 3.5 nights, and the tourism 
sector’s contribution to the GDP 
to 11.4%. 

Tourists reaching Bahrain 
touched 14.1 million, and the 
average spending per visitor in-
creased to 74.8 Bahraini dinars. 

The strategy revolves around 
developing marine facades and 
activities, business tourism, 
sports tourism, Archaeology and 
history, entertainment tourism, 
media and cinema, and medical 
tourism. 

Logistics Sector
On November 17, 2021, the 

Logistics Sector Strategy 2022-
2026 was launched. It targets 
several areas, most notably the 
review of laws and regulations, 
the development of infrastruc-
ture facilities, the development 
of policies and procedures, and 
the provision of incentives to 
investors. 

It also aims at enhancing re-
gional and international com-
munication, marketing and pro-
motion of investment opportu-
nities. The strategy aims to raise 
the amount of freight at the port 
to one million containers, and at 
the airport to one million metric 
tons by 2030. 

Focus is also on increasing 
the number of air destinations 
to more than 70 by 2025, mak-
ing Bahrain 
among the 
top 3 region-
al countries 
and 20 coun-
tries globally, 

and raising the sector’s contri-
bution to GDP to 10 % by 2030.

Strategic projects valued over 
$30bn

On November 24, 2021, Bah-
rain announced the implemen-
tation of major development 
projects with a value exceed-
ing 30 billion US dollars. The 
strategy calls for developing five 
cities - the Fisht El-Garm area 
plan, Suhaila Island area plan, 
Fasht Al-Azem area plan, Gulf 
of Bahrain area plan, and Hawar 
Islands Area plan.

These strategic projects also 
include infrastructure and 
communications projects: King 
Hamad Causeway, Bahrain Met-
ro, Future international Marine 
Fibre telecommunication pro-
ject, and Northern road. 

Industrial sector
Industrial sector projects in-

clude the Aluminium manufac-
turing industries, the Bahrain 
Petroleum Company (Bapco) 
refinery modernization project, 
and the establishment of a com-
mercial area with the United 
States of America. 

The strategy also includes 
projects in the tourism sector, 
namely, the development project 
of Bilaj Al Jazayer beachfront 
development, the Jumeirah 
Bahrain Bay Resort project, the 
new Bahrain International Ex-
hibition and Convention Cen-
tre, the Southern City project, 
The Address Marassi Al Bahrain 
Hotel, The Address Residences, 
Vida Marassi Al Bahrain Hotel, 
Vida Residences, and Marassi 
Galleria. 

In the education sector, an-
nounced projects include the 

King Abdullah Medical City 
project, and the College of 
Engineering project at the 

University of Bahrain.

Health sector

The Kingdom has also an-
nounced major development 
projects in the health sector. 
These include the Dilmunia Ser-
vices Complex Health, and King 
Hamad Hospital - AMH. 

Sports sector
In the youth and sports sector, 

Bahrain will develop the Sports 
City, in addition to advertising 
the investment opportunities 
provided by major development 
projects within the economic 
recovery plan.

For developing a comprehen-
sive strategy for the banking 
sector, the Kingdom had also 
launched a Financial Services 
Sector Development Strategy 
2022 - 2026 on December 5, 
2021. 

Its priorities revolve around 
creating quality job opportuni-
ties for citizens, the develop-
ment of the financial market 
sector, the development of legis-
lation and policies, the develop-
ment of the insurance sector, the 
development of financial servic-
es and financial technology.

Financial services sector
The performance indicators of 

the strategy for developing the 
financial services sector revolve 
around increasing the share of 
SME financing in a phased man-
ner to reach 20% of the domes-
tic financing portfolio of retail 
banks by the end of 2025.

Other priorities include the 
inclusion of five promising com-
panies on the Bahrain invest-
ment market, reducing paper 
currency circulation by 25%, 
maintaining consistent annu-
al growth of 10% in electronic 
fund transfers, in addition to 
maintaining the contribution of 
the financial sector to the GDP in 
the range of 20% until the end 
of 2026 and then increasing the 
percentage to 25%. 

Strategy for the sec-

tor also include increasing the 
insurance sector’s contribution 
to the GDP to 8% by the end 
of 2026, meeting the training 
needs of the most prominent 
areas of sector development by 
creating 3,000 trainees annually 
by the end of 2024, and a 20% 
increase in the participation of 
individuals and institutions in 
the primary market for public 
debt issuances of the Govern-
ment of Bahrain. 

Government services
The focus is also on develop-

ing government services that re-
ceive complaints most through 
the National Suggestions and 
Complaints System (Tawasul) 
and are frequently used. 

The statistics showed an in-
crease in the number of docu-
mented services from Septem-
ber to December of this year. 

Authorities recorded a 57% 
increase at a rate of 742 docu-
mented services to 100% at an 
average of 1294 documented 
services, and translated services 
rose from 27% at a rate of 345 
services to 68% at an average of 
885 services, while work is still 
in progress on translating 409 
services. 

Statistics also showed an in-
crease in the number of services 
for which a service level agree-
ment was set during the period 
from September to December. 
This increased from 52% at a 
rate of 674 services to 97% at a 
rate of 1255 services.

Statistics also show that the 
number of requests through the 
commercial records system (Si-
jilat) amounted to 44070 during 
the mentioned period. Out of 
which 99% have been complet-
ed within the time specified in 
the Service Level Agreement 
and 1% af- ter the 

specified time. 
Records further show that the 

number of requests for build-
ing permits through the build-
ing permit system (buildings) 
amounted to 893 during the pe-
riod. Various requests were an-
swered within the time specified 
in the service level agreement 
while one transaction exceeded 
the specified time. The average 
number of days for the issuance 
of building permits was 2 .25 
days compared to the maximum 
service level of 5 days.

Industrial sector
On December 30, 2021, the 

Industry Sector Strategy (2022-
2026) was launched. It revolves 
around the promotion of indus-
tries, improving investor expe-
rience, updating legislation and 
laws, orienting Bahrain profes-
sionally, and investing in infra-
structure. 

This strategy lays its foun-
dations by supporting the sec-
tor’s transformation towards 
the Fourth Industrial Revolu-
tion and applying the concept 
of a circular carbon economy, 
environmental and social gov-
ernance. It also encourages 
investment in technological 
infrastructure, digitizing man-
ufacturing, and increasing the 
efficiency of supply chains and 
supply through the integration 
of Gulf industries.

Performance indicators 
Bahrain has also identified 

three performance indicators 
in the industry sector strategy 
(2022-2026). 

The first indicator is Bahrai-
nisation percentage of the to-
tal workforce in the industrial 
sector, which aims to raise the 
percentage of n a t i o n a l 
e m - p l o y-

ment (Bahrainis) in the industri-
al sector from 23% in 2019 to 25. 
3% in 2026. 

The second indicator is the 
contribution of the industrial 
sector to the GDP, which aims at 
increasing the GDP contribution 
of the domestic industrial sector 
from 12.8% in 2019 to 14.5% in 
2026. The third indicator aims 
at raising the contribution of the 
industrial sector to national ex-
ports, which aims at raising the 
ratio of industrial sector exports 
to the total national exports of 
70.

On January 12, 2022, the King-
dom launched the ICT sector 
strategy and digital economy 
(2022-2026). It centres around 
developing the infrastructure of 
the telecommunications sector, 
enhancing e-governance, sup-
porting the digital economy, and 
developing digital capabilities.

Indicators for measuring the 
performance of the ICT sector 
strategy and the digital economy 
have also been identified. This 
aims at increasing the coverage 
of the national broadband net-
work in all parts of the King-
dom to 100% by 2026, raising 
the number of Startups in the 
information technology sec-
tor by 20%, and increasing the 
percentage of national cadres 
working in the sector of Com-
munications and information 
technology from 30% to 35% 
over the next two years. 

The strategy also calls for 
building national human capac-
ities in cybersecurity by educat-
ing and training 20,000 citizens 
by 2026 and automating nearly 
200 additional government ser-
vices by 2026.
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It’s not easy 
to handle the 

increasing number of 
complaints, and we 
feel embarrassed to 
face our customers 

as we don’t have 
genuine answers to 

deal with them
A BANK OFFICIAL

I don’t understand 
how money is 

stolen even after 
deactivating many 

accounts. The disease 
has progressed, and 
no treatment seems 
to be working now

AN IT PROFESSIONAL AND CYBERSECU-
RITY EXPERT

The hackers deploy 
their highest social 
engineering skills 

to get information, 
which is supposed 
to be kept secret, 
private and never 
shared, from their 

victims
ALI BESHARA, THE HEAD OF INFORMA-

TION SECURITY AND RISK MANAGEMENT 
AT THE BENEFIT COMPANY

There is no 
automated system 

to de-link with 
the bank account 
upon installing or 

deactivating the app, 
which is worsening 

the situation, 
allowing scammers to 
steal more and more

IT PROFESSIONAL

Drug peddler loses appeal, Court confirms 10-year jail term, BD5,000 fine 
• The accused was 
caught red handed with 
210 grams of narcotic 
substances and 32 
narcotic medical tablets

• Police set the trap 
by calling the suspect 
through a source 
offering to buy Shabu 
worth BD1000

• The accused, 
however, denied 
the charges levelled 
against him

TDT | Manama

A 30-year-old drug peddler 
has had his 10-year prison 

term confirmed by the Court of 
Cassation, rejecting an appeal 

filed against the verdict. 
The Court also confirmed 

a 5,000 dinar fine awarded to 
the appellant for selling Shabu, 

hashish and Marijuana in the 
Kingdom. 

Court files say police confis-
cated the drugs from his home, 
following a court order. 

The Public  Prosecution 
charged the suspect with pos-
sessing psychoactive drugs such 
as hashish and methampheta-
mine to sell. The prosecution 
also charged him with abuse of 
hashish and methamphetamine. 

Incidents leading to the case 
occurred with the security au-
thorities receiving a tip-off that 
a person having prior convic-
tions had obtained narcotic sub-
stances. 

After confirming the infor-
mation, the public prosecution 
issued a warrant to detain him 
and search his residence. 

Investigators managed to ar-

rest him red-handed with the 
help of a confidential source. 

Police set the trap by calling 
the suspect through the source 
and offering to buy Shabu worth 
BD1000. 

The source also offered to pay 
him in advance, to which the 
suspect agreed. 

Unsuspecting the trap set, 
the suspect arrived in his car as 

agreed to the meeting place and 
called the undercover agent to 
meet him at the parking. 

The suspect also handed out 
two bags of Shabu after taking 
the money, which the police 
photographed from another ve-
hicle. 

After completing the deal, 
the suspect drove off quickly. 
He was then tracked down by 
the police and arrested near his 
residence. 

The police then searched his 
house and found a black bag 
with 210 grams of narcotic sub-
stances and 32 narcotic medical 
tablets. 

The accused, however, de-
nied the charges levelled against 
him and claimed that the drugs 
belonged to the confidential 
source.

C o u r t  c a s e

Representative picture

Incidents leading to 
the case occurred 

with the security au-
thorities receiving a 
tip-off that a person 
having prior convic-
tions had obtained 

narcotic substances. 

Banks struggle over ‘growing complaints’
More pressure on bank staff who struggle to handle increasing complaints after online frauds 

(Continued from Page 1) 

Staff at all commercial banks 
across the Kingdom now 
find it challenging to han-

dle the rising number of com-
plaints from customers after 
fraudulent online money trans-
fers.

“It’s not easy to handle the in-
creasing number of complaints, 
and we feel embarrassed to face 
our customers as we don’t have 
genuine answers to deal with 
them,” a bank official told The 
Daily Tribune. 

Banks, money wallet 
apps should take more 
responsibility

On the other hand, an IT 
professional and cybersecu-
rity expert said the Financial 
Institutions should collec-
tively form a unit to tackle 
these online scammers. “In 
many developed countries, 
most banks and digital wallets 
compensate the customers for 
the lost amounts to scammers. 
And they have earmarked mil-
lions in this regard. In Bah-
rain also, I expect the banks to 
take more responsibility and at 
least share the risk along with 
the customers.”

“I don’t understand how mon-
ey is stolen even after deactivat-
ing many accounts. The disease 
has progressed, and no treat-
ment seems to be working now.” 

Hacking or buying accounts!
He said he had discussed the 

issue with many top bank offi-
cials. “What I could learn is that 
the scammers are either hacking 
the bank accounts or ‘buying 
accounts from expatriates who 
are leaving the Kingdom’. The 
second one sounds quite strange, 
but I was told it’s a reality, and 
‘these bought accounts’ are used 
as the focal points to carry out 
scams.”

“Many money wallets offer 
few procedural difficulties to 
make customers happy, which 
is not the right thing. Suppose a 
lengthy course of action ensures 
safety and keeps the scammers 
at bay. In that case, it must be 
adopted as the customers are 
now willing to bear procedur-
al difficulties for keeping their 
money safe in the accounts.” 

He asked why the money 

wallets are permitting money 
transfers even after uninstall-
ing and deactivating their apps. 
“There is no automated system 
to de-link with the bank account 
upon installing or deactivating 
the app, which is worsening the 
situation, allowing scammers to 
steal more and more.”

The Daily Tribune spoke to 
many victims who have lost their 
money. And all of them said they 
haven’t “got a fils back”. 

 ‘Social engineering’
In an exclusive interview, Ali 

Beshara, the Head of Informa-
tion Security and Risk Manage-
ment at The BENEFIT Company, 
which owns the popular online 
money transfer app BenefitPay, 

attributed the rise in online fund 
transfer scams to lack of alert-

ness from the part of users.
Mr Beshara also pointed out 

that this kind of cybercrime in-
volves ‘social engineering’ - a 

term used by information secu-
rity professionals to describe the 
action from the part of hackers. 

“The hackers deploy their 
highest social engineering skills 
to get information, which is sup-
posed to be kept secret, private 
and never shared, from their 
victims.  

“It is in these situations, the 
hacker gets the password of 
the BenefitPay application and 
the OTP (One-Time Password), 
which is sent to the user in case 
of device change and money 
transfer,” he had said.

Mr Beshara stressed that us-
ers are almost totally protected 
if they don’t click on links sent 
by fraudsters or share pass-
words with strangers.

Target through calls
Scammers generally target 

victims by making calls to their 
mobile phones or sending SMSs. 
Upon receiving the call or SMS, 
data is leaked and money is ei-
ther transferred to other ac-
counts or used for purchasing 
various goods online through 
the payment app already in-
stalled on the mobile phone.

A few weeks ago, The Daily 
Tribune carried a report about 
fraudsters targeting the online 
banking and financial transac-

tion network in the Kingdom.
The published article carried 

the plight of one Bangladeshi 
national, one Pakistani nation-
al, and an Indian businessman, 
who lost nearly BD1,500 to the 
scammers. 

Stop responding to calls and 
text messages from strangers

Most victims have launched 
a complaint with the police de-
partment, pleading for an in-
tense probe into the matter.

Cyber security experts have 
always highlighted the need to 
protect Unified Payment Inter-
face (UPI) and online transac-
tions from scammers in light of 
increasing online payments.

They include not responding 
to calls and text messages from 
strangers and putting up dif-
ferent passwords on different 
accounts and UPI apps. 

The Central Bank of Bahrain, 
many a time, has carried out 
campaigns and circulated mes-
sages alerting over the possibil-
ity of falling victims to online 
fraudsters.       

The Central Bank of 
Bahrain, many a time, 
has carried out cam-
paigns and circulated 

messages alerting 
over the possibility 
of falling victims to 
online fraudsters. 

Picture for representation only

A mobile screenshot showing the flood of money transfers from Ajeesh’s account. The scammer brilliantly 
chose the amount BD99 as OTP is required for transferring BD100 as well as higher amounts.  
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The Chamber’s role should not be limited to 
ceremonies, visits, and press releases; instead, 

those in charge should take the lead in doing 
fieldwork on the ground, getting to know 

the needs of small and large businesses, and 
putting the commercial sector at the centre of 

the Chamber’s interests and activities. 
 YAQOOB AL AWADHI, A CANDIDATE FOR THE BAHRAIN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND 

INDUSTRY’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ ELECTIONS

After an 11-day ordeal, tennis star Novak 
Djokovic lost his bid to make sports 
history and defend his championship in 

the Australian Open. Worse, he was deported 
from Australia for being unvaccinated.  

Djokovic’s defense was that he has recovered 
from COVID-19 in June 2020 and the antibodies 
from that attack was as good as a vaccination. 
The back story to that illness was that he and 
his wife tested positive after he played in a se-
ries of exhibition matches that he organised in 
Serbia and Croatia with zero social distancing 
amid the height of the coronavirus pandemic. 
The competition’s record-holder, was initially 
approved for a medical exemption by Tennis 
Australia and the state of Victoria but border 
officials rejected the exemption and revoked 
his visa.

I f  “ v a c -
c i n a t i o n ” 
was a trend-
ing word in 
2021, there 
was also an 
o p p o s i t e 
word:  “an-
t i-vaxxer ” . 
Many people 
have refused 
to take the 
vaccination, 
saying that 
t h e y  w e r e 
u n s u r e  o f 
the efficacy 
of the shots 
a n d  t h a t 
t h e y  w e r e 
opposed to 
injecting just 
anything into 
t h e i r  b o d -
ies without 
knowing the 
l o n g - t e r m 
effects. Even 
in Bahrain, 
where vacci-
nation to safeguard against the virus is free, 
there are people who adopt the ‘wait-and-
watch’ attitude. 

Consider some recent statistics in the UK, 
a study tracking more than 200,000 people, 
nearly every single participant had developed 
antibodies against the virus within two weeks 
of their second dose and the jabs helped to re-
duce hospitalisation rates by 92-96%. As many 
health practitioners have repeated, the risks 
of severe side effects from a vaccine are tiny 
in comparison to the risk of the disease itself.

Yet a sizeable number of people are still re-
luctant to get the shots. According to a recent 
report by the International Monetary Fund, 
that ranges from around 10-20% of people in 
the UK to around 50% in Japan and 60% in 
France. 

Given the growing number of variants pop-
ping up everyday and numbers increasing 
here in Bahrain despite the government’s best 
efforts, we have to deploy the entire arsenal of 
weapons at our disposal against the pandemic. 
Bahrain has robust vaccination numbers but 
there are still people holding out and they 
must set aside their prejudices or else face the 
opposition of the public. Look at it this way: 
did you wait till you understood the working 
of how electricity reached your home to enjoy 
its benefits? I could ask you the same question 
about the internet and your smartphone and 
your answer would be “No”. All these things 
do not harm society but your not taking a vac-
cination hurts us all. So do us all a favour and 
get jabbed – for your own good and ours.

Given the growing 
number of 
variants popping 
up everyday 
and numbers 
increasing here in 
Bahrain despite 
the government’s 
best efforts, we 
have to deploy 
the entire arsenal 
of weapons at our 
disposal against 
the pandemic.

C A P T A I N S  C O R N E R

Say no to selfish 
anti-vaxxers

 (Captain Mahmood Al Mahmood is the Editor-in-Chief 
of The Daily Tribune and the President of the Arab-
African Unity Organisation for Relief, Human Rights and 
Counterterrorism)

CAPTAIN MAHMOOD AL MAHMOOD

BCCI should adopt ‘No fees, No service’ principle
• Adopt qualitative 
initiatives that all 
chamber members, 
including SMEs 
owners, find beneficial, 
or abandon the 
membership obligation
TDT | Manama 

Businessman Yaqoob Al Awa-
dhi, a candidate for the Bah-

rain Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry’s board of directors’ 
elections, has emphasised the 
necessity of following the prin-
ciple of “No fees, No service” at 
the chamber. 

He explained that the cham-
ber’s board of directors has two 
options: either adopt qualitative 
initiatives that all chamber mem-
bers, including SMEs owners, 
find beneficial, or abandon the 
membership obligation, and each 
merchant must pay a minimum 
of BD20 to renew his business 
registration.

The Chamber of Commerce, ac-
cording to Al Awadhi, is ultimate-
ly a civil society institution whose 
function is to care for merchants 
and defend their interests, not to 
amass subscription funds in its 
treasury without all merchants, or 
at least most of them, feeling the 
Chamber’s benefit to them.

“Is anyone able to answer 
from BCCI about the 

benefit of thousands of 
SMEs working in the car 

repair sector, for example 
in Salmabad and Souq 

Waqif? Or those operating 
in the food and beverage 
sector on Budaiya Street 
or the Jad Ali area or the 
old Manama and Muhar-
raq markets? Or shops 
selling car accessories 

and abayas On Bukwara 
Street? Or entrepreneurs 
who own start-up compa-

nies in the e-commerce 
and applications sector?!, 
and many more,” Al Awa-

dhi wondered.

Al Awadhi pointed out that if 
the Chamber cannot provide its 
services to all its members, at least 
it can initiate the implementa-
tion of major projects that benefit 
the national economy, and whose 
benefit is reflected on Bahrainis 
by creating direct and indirect 
job opportunities, supporting GDP 
providing real support for the 
government’s plans.

“The Chamber’s role should not 
be limited to ceremonies, visits, 
and press releases; instead, those 
in charge should take the lead in 
doing fieldwork on the ground, 
getting to know the needs of small 
and large businesses, and putting 
the commercial sector at the cen-
tre of the Chamber’s interests and 
activities. It should also endeav-
our to expand new markets for 
Bahraini goods and services, as 

well as reactivate the committee’s 
activity. 

“If this occurs, the Bahraini 
merchant will go to the Chamber 
on his own to pay his subscrip-
tions and renew his membership, 
motivated by his confidence in the 
Chamber’s value in supporting 
and promoting his business,” Al 
Awadhi added.

Al Awadhi noted that the issue 
of linking subscription to service 
was one of the goals he had set 
for himself in his campaign for 
the elections of the Chamber’s 
Board of Directors’ 30th session. 
“I raise this subject in my elec-
tion platform to attract attention 
to its importance, and if I win 
membership on the chamber’s 
board of directors, I guarantee 
every one will work on it,” he  
concluded.

Hidd sewage project 12% complete
TDT | Manama 

Construction works of the 
BD 3,285,603 mainline 
carrying sewage water in 

Hidd Industrial Area had reached 
12% completion, said a top works 
ministry official. 

Fathi Abdullah Al-Farea, the 
Assistant Undersecretary for San-
itation at the Ministry of Works, 
Municipalities Affairs and Urban 
Planning, said the project would 
take two years to complete. 

Al Farea said this during an in-
spection visit to the project site 

in the presence of the head of the 
company executing the project, 
Abdul Hadi Al-Afwa LLC and en-
gineers in the ministry.

The project, Al Farea said, in-
cludes the construction of 3.3 km 
of sewage lines, of which works 

over 1.1 km is underway by the 
Open Cut method. “For the re-
maining 2.3 km line, we will use 
micro tunnelling machines.” 

The officials also said they 
would reestablish three pumping 
stations and remove 12 stations 

from service. The project, he said, 
aims to reduce the cost of opera-
tion and maintenance for the old 
pumping station and raise the 
capacity of the sewage network 
from 2,300 cubic meters per day 
to approximately 24,000 cubic 
meters per day. 

The final treatment of the sew-
age water will take place in the 
Muharraq treatment plant. 

The tender board had awarded 
the project that falls within the 
national strategic plan to Abdul 
Hadi Al-Afwa Company. 

The treaty have 
taken up one of the 
noblest but also one 
of the most difficult 
challenges that can 

exist, that of building 
peace in the first 
stage, after many 

years of conflict and 
war

FRENCH AMBASSADOR TO BAHRAIN, 
JÉRÔME CAUCHARD

The underlying 
principle of 

cooperation between 
Germany and France 
is never to exclude 

others, but to remain 
open for all European 
Union member states, 
to foster cooperation 

with neighbouring 
regions and to serve 

as a model of how 
cooperation can 
replace conflict

 KAI BOECKMANN, THE GERMAN AMBASSA-
DOR TO BAHRAIN

59th anniversary of the Elysee Treaty: German, 
French envoys to Bahrain call for boosting ties
TDT | Manama

Principles of cooperation, 
maintaining peace and the 

need to remain open with neigh-
bours dominated the talks when 
the ambassadors of France and 
Germany to Bahrain sat together 
yesterday for discussion around a 
breakfast table..

The meeting, held at the resi-
dence of the German Ambassador, 
focused on the activities of the 
ambassadors in the Kingdom and 
future projects to boost ties as 
they celebrate the 59th anniver-
sary of the Elysee Treaty.  

Commenting on the treaty, the 
French Ambassador to Bahrain, 
Jérôme Cauchard, said the treaty 
have taken up one of the noblest 
but also one of the most difficult 
challenges that can exist, “that of 
building peace in the first stage, 
after many years of conflict and 
war”.

He added: “Then we built, step 
by step, a permanent and struc-
tured cooperation. And nowadays 
cooperation became a kind of “re-
flex” as each country spontane-
ously seeks out the other’s views 
on key issues”. 

“The underlying principle of 

cooperation between Germany 
and France is never to exclude 
others, but to remain open for all 
European Union member states, 
to foster cooperation with neigh-
bouring regions and to serve as 
a model of how cooperation can 
replace conflict,” said Kai Boeck-
mann, the German Ambassador 
to Bahrain.

“Each generation must renew 
its understanding of this friend-
ship, which is why youth is so 
important in our cooperation,” 
he added.  

The treaty, a major symbol 
of Franco-German friendship, 
was signed by French President 
Charles de Gaulle and German 
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer 
signed the treaty on 22 January 
1963 in Paris. It aimed at increased 
cooperation between the two na-
tions in international relations, 
defence and education. 

The meeting was at the residence of the 
German Ambassador
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LMRA  will never tolerate any action 
which violates the law, and will never 

stop detecting the violators. Those 
who have been arrested during the 

inspection campaigns according to the 
laws of the Kingdom of Bahrain will 

never receive any new work permits, 
and consequently will not be able 

to be transferred to regular labour, 
and their only option is to leave the 

Kingdom with no return again
JAMAL ABDULAZIZ AL ALAWI

Illegal workers cannot get new work 
permits, they should leave: LMRA CEO

LMRA conducts 10,000 inspection visits and 100 joint campaigns in 2021

• Arrested hundreds 
of violating workers 

• Closed 
establishments supplying 
domestic workers 
without a license

• Registered eight 
cases of forced labour

TDT | Manama 

Workers caught for 
violations of labour 
market laws during 

inspection campaigns are not 
eligible to receive new work per-
mits and legalise their stay in the 

Kingdom, said LMRA CEO.  
According to Jamal Abdulaziz 

Al Alawi, the only option left for 
them is to leave the Kingdom 
and not return. 

The top LMRA official made 
these comments as revealed that 
the authority booked hundreds 
of workers during 2021 for vio-
lations of labour markets laws. 

In 2021, Al Alawi said the LM-
RA’s Law Enforcement Sector 
conducted more than 10,000 
inspections to detect more than 
900 criminal violations, despite 

the pandemic.
“These inspections last year 

were in addition to the 100 joint 
inspection campaigns the au-
thority held with relevant agen-
cies,” Al Alawi added.  

The campaigns, he said, re-
sulted in the arrest of hundreds 
of illegal workers and the de-
tection of eight cases of forced 
labour. 

The CEO also announced de-
veloping a  comprehensive plan 
to intensify inspection cam-
paigns to address illegal practic-
es and enhance the competitive-
ness and stability of the labour 
market. 

For this, the authority is work-
ing closely with the Nationality, 
Passports and Residence Affairs 
of the Ministry of Interior, the 
Ministry of Industry, Commerce 

and Tourism, the Ministry of 
Works, Municipalities Affairs 
and Urban Planning, the Min-
istry of Health and security di-
rectors in the governorates, he 
added. 

“These campaigns will be in 
addition to the daily inspection 
visits carried out by the legal 
control sector in commercial es-
tablishments in various sectors. 

On the joint campaigns in 
2021, he said 41 were with NPRA 
and 66 were with other govern-
ment agencies. 

Joint campaigns with the  
General Department of Inves-
tigation and Criminal Evidence 
and NPRA resulted in closing 13 
establishments engaged in sup-
plying domestic workers with-
out a licence. 

KNOW WHAT

Foreign workers employment reached 
531,447 workers by the end of the 
first quarter of 2021. Non-Bahraini 
employment decreased by 9.4% 
annually compared to 586,874 
workers in the same quarter last year.

Bahraini employment was 
153,757 workers by the end of 
the first quarter decreasing 
at an annual rate of 1.9% 
compared to 156,746 workers 
in the first quarter of 2020.

The number of new 
employment work permits 
issued by LMRA during 
first quarter of 2021 was 
36,732 decreasing at an 
annual rate of 10.6%.

The share of small organiza-
tions, employing less than 10 
workers, of employment work 

permits was 47.7% of total 
work permits issued during 

the first quarter of 2021.

Foreign employment 
reaches 531,447 

workers by end of 
first quarter of 2021

531,447

Southern Governor His Highness Shaikh Khalifa bin Ali bin Khalifa Al Khalifa 
honoured employee Eman Shakeeb, who won third ranking in the National 
Day Weightlifting Championship. The competition, held on December 16-18, 
was under the patronage of First Deputy Chairman of the Supreme Council 
for Youth and Sport, Chairman of the General Sports Authority and President 
of the Bahrain Olympic Committee, His Highness Shaikh Khalid bin Hamad Al 
Khalifa. Shakeeb had also won three gold medals in the Arab Weightlifting 
Championship held recently.

Weightlifting champion honoured

2012
First introduced in 2012, 
the Farmers’ Market was 
an initiative to support 

food production and 
the promote the sale 
of products produced 

sustainably.

Farmers’ market a huge hit, 
gets international visitors

Market’s popularity growing beyond borders, says top Works Ministry official
TDT | Manama 

Bahraini Farmers’ Market 
has witnessed a substantial 

turnout since its opening on the 
25th of December last year, said 
a top Works Ministry official. 

“In addition to Bahraini cit-
izens and residents, visitors 
from other Arab Gulf countries 
also visited the market in large 
numbers,” said Dr Abdulaziz 
Muhammad Abdulkarim. 

“This reflects the growing 
popularity of the market, and it 
is no longer a local event limited 
to citizens and residents here, 
but rather goes beyond the bor-
ders of the Kingdom,” said the 
Assistant Undersecretary for 
Agriculture Affairs at the Min-
istry of Works, Municipalities 

Affairs and Urban Planning. 
The ninth edition of the Bah-

raini Farmers’ Market, ongo-
ing at the Budaiya Botanical 
Gardens, opened doors after a 
one-year hiatus owing to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. This year’s 
edition has the participation of 
37 farmers and four farming 
companies.

Dr Addulkarim, who also 
chairs the Organising Com-
mittee of the Bahraini Farm-
ers Market, said the entry to 
the market this year is only for 
those having Green shield on 
the BeAware application. 

“Visitors also have to main-
tain social distancing and wear 
masks at all times, he added. 

The market, he said, is an 
ideal opportunity for Bahraini 
farmers to market their agri-
cultural produces in attractive 
ways while also enhancing Bah-
rain’s food security.  

Farmers, nurseries, agricul-

tural companies, productive 
families have separate sections 
at the market. “There is also a 
corner for dates and another 
for honey.” 

For the first time this year, the 
organising committee, he said, 
held an exhibition of historical 
photos of the agricultural sector 
and agricultural affairs. 

“This is in addition to holding 
short training courses on ag-

ricultural production, modern 
soilless farming systems, agri-
cultural pest control, and the 
safe use of pesticides.”

“This step comes out of the 
keenness to develop and add di-
versity to the market’s activities 
and remain attractive to visitors 
interested in supporting local 
Bahraini production,” he said. 

The Farmers’ markets, he 
said, is also serving as a recre-
ational outlet for visitors, espe-
cially during the winter.

Market doors are open from 
7:00 AM to 1:00 PM every Sat-
urday un

The annual event is 
organized by the Ag-
riculture and Marine 
Resources (AMR) at 

the Ministry of Works, 
Municipalities Affairs 
and Urban Planning in 
partnership with the 
National Initiative for 
Agricultural Develop-

ment (NIAD).

KNOW WHAT

AMH supports Bahrain’s National 
Down Syndrome Soccer team
TDT | Manama 

American Mission Hospi-
tal is supporting Bahrain’s 

First downs syndrome soccer 
team by providing free health 
checks and wellbeing assess-
ments to all the footballers. 

The new team was wel-
comed to the American Mis-
sion Hospital Manama hos-
pital where they were indi-
vidually assessed by a team of 
specialists to determine their 
fitness level to be a part of the 
team. 

Group CEO Julia Tovey, who 
was present at the occasion, 
said, “At American Mission 

Hospital, we believe that we 
must strive to support the 
community on the whole and 
specifically the special needs 
community with the chance 
to enhance their quality of life 
and become valued members 
of the community.”

“Keeping that in mind, the 
opportunity to support the 
first National Downs Soccer 
team is a matter of both hon-
our and delight for us. We are 
looking forward to seeing the 
team achieve their best, and 
AMH will always be on the 
sidelines providing medical 
support when needed.”
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In a coronation ceremony, Zhu Yuanzhang as-
cends to the throne of China as the Hongwu 
Emperor, initiating Ming Dynasty rule over 
China that would last for three centuries

Shaanxi Earthquake, the 
deadliest ever recorded, 
kills 830,000 in Shaanxi 
Province, China

US President Richard 
Nixon announces an ac-
cord has been reached 
to end Vietnam War

China locks down the city of Wuhan 
and its 9 million people, in a belated 
but ultimately successful effort to 
control the city’s COVID-19 epidemic
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The American peo-
ple should not have 

to fight tooth-and-nail 
against wealthy and 
powerful corporate in-
terests for decent wages, 
health care, pensions and 
safe working conditions.

@BernieSanders

Canada’s support for 
Ukraine’s sovereign-

ty, security, and territo-
rial integrity is unwa-
vering and unequivocal. 
That’s why, as they face 
unwarranted Russian ag-
gression, we’re provid-
ing a loan that will help 
support their economic 
resilience and their gov-
ernance reforms.

@JustinTrudeau

The UN has a terrible 
record of tracking 

aid funds (e.g., Syria), but 
donor governments can 
set up an independent 
monitoring mechanism 
to ensure that humani-
tarian assistance actually 
reaches the many Afghans 
who urgently need it.

@KenRoth

We need to go into 
emergency mode 

to bring peace to a world 
that sees too little of it. 
The @UN will always 
stand with and pro-
tect those caught up in 
fighting & work to build 
stronger, more resilient 
& peaceful communities.

@antonioguterres

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)
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Pakistani convicted murderer takes 
top school score, wins scholarship
Reuters | Karachi

A Pakistani inmate serving a 
life sentence for murder in 

an overcrowded Karachi prison 
has won a scholarship for fur-
ther study after taking one of 
the highest scores in the city’s 
higher secondary school exams 
last year.

Syed Naeem Shah, 35, scored 
the highest in the general high 
school exams among private 
candidates - that is, among 
non-traditional students - last 
year in Pakistan’s largest city, 
winning a scholarship for fur-
ther studies from the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of 
Pakistan (ICAP).

“What I have achieved while 
languishing in jail is not pos-
sible if one does not have con-
viction,” Shah told Reuters in 
an interview in Central Prison 
Karachi, built by the British in 
1899 in the port city in south-
eastern Pakistan.

Speaking in a classroom in-
side the prison grounds, Shah 
said he enjoyed school as a child 
but that his family could not af-

ford to continue his education. 
In jail, older inmates who were 
also taking classes motivated 
him and helped him prepare 
for exams. Shah is one of 1,200 
inmates studying in Central 
Prison Karachi, but his suc-

cess is unparalleled, said Saeed 
Soomro, deputy superintendent 
of the prison.

“His results are (also) tanta-
mount to our success,” Soomro 
said, in giving him the opportu-
nity to study and providing him 
with books and materials.

Shah was sentenced to life - 
25 years in Pakistan - in 2018 
for the shooting and killing of 
another man in a personal dis-
agreement in 2010. Years spent 
as a prisoner on trial, plus time 
off for academic achievements, 
good behaviour and blood do-
nations, leaves him with about 
six years to serve.

Deadly fighting between 
IS, Kurd forces in Syria
Islamic State prison break repelled by Kurdish-led forces in northeastern Syria

• US-led coalition 
carry out air strikes 

Reuters | Damascus

Fighting raged for a third 
day yesterday between the 
Islamic State group and 

Kurdish forces in Syria after IS 
attacked a prison housing jihad-
ists, in violence that has claimed 
over 70 lives, a monitor said.

The assault on the Ghwayran 
prison in the northern city of 
Hasakeh is one of IS’s most sig-
nificant since its “caliphate” was 
declared defeated in Syria nearly 
three years ago.

“At least 28 members of the 
Kurdish security forces, five ci-
vilians and 45 members of IS have 
been killed” in the violence, said 
Rami Abdel Rahman, head of the 
Syrian Observatory for Human 
Rights.

IS launched the attack on 
Thursday night against the pris-
on housing some 3,500 suspected 
members of the jihadist group, 
including some of its leaders, said 
the Observatory.

The jihadists “seized weapons 
they found” in the detention cen-
tre and freed several fellow IS 
fighters, said the Britain-based 
monitor, which relies on sources 
inside war-torn Syria for its in-
formation.

Hundreds of jihadist inmates 
had since been recaptured but 
dozens were still believed to be 
on the loose, the Observatory said.

With the backing of US-led co-
alition aircraft, Kurdish security 

forces have encircled the pris-
on and are battling to retake full 
control of surrounding neigh-
bourhoods, which jihadists have 
used as a launching pad for their 
attacks.

The Kurdish-dominated Syr-
ian Democratic Forces (SDF)
yesterday said it was continu-
ing “operations to keep security 
in Hasakeh city and the perim-
eter of the Ghwayran prison,” 
with the help of coalition allies 
and Kurdish internal security  
forces.

It said yesterday’s clashes cen-
tred mostly in neighbourhoods 
north of Ghwayran, where it car-
ried out raids and “killed a num-
ber of IS fighters that had attacked 
the jail.”

The jihadist group said in a 
statement released on Friday by 
its Amaq news agency that its 
attack on the jail aimed to “free 

the prisoners”.

 ‘Fat target’ 
IS has carried out regular at-

tacks against Kurdish and gov-
ernment targets in Syria since 
the rump of its once-sprawling 
proto-state was overrun in March 
2019.

Most of their guerrilla attacks 
have been against military targets 
and oil installations in remote ar-
eas, but the Hasakeh prison break 
could mark a new phase in the 
group’s resurgence.

It was not immediately clear 
whether the prison break was 
part of a centrally coordinated 
operation -- timed to coincide 
with an attack on a military base 
in neighbouring Iraq -- or the ac-
tion of a local IS cell.

Analyst Nicholas Heras of the 
Newlines Institute in Washington 
said the jihadist group targeted 

the prison to bolster its numbers.
The Islamic State group “wants 

to move beyond being the terror-
ist and criminal network that it 
has devolved into, and to do that 
it needs more fighters,” he said.

“Prison breaks represent the 
best opportunity for ISIS to regain 
its strength in arms, and Ghway-
ran prison is a nice fat target for 
ISIS because its overcrowded,” 
he said, using another acronym 
for IS.

The prospect of a repeat of the 
attack remains very real, said Col-
in Clarke, research director at the 
New York-based Soufan Center 
think-tank.

“The SDF needs a comprehen-
sive strategy to deal with this 
threat,” he said.

The Kurdish authorities have 
long warned they do not have the 
capacity to hold, let alone put on 
trial, the thousands of IS fighters 
captured in years of operations.

41,192,932

1,131,568

30,709,840

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+168,201

+2,720

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 105,705 6,142 98,413 1,150

Saudi 
Arabia

343,373 +405 5,235 +18 329,715 8,423

UAE 119,132 +1,538 472 +2 111,814 6,846

Kuwait 118,531 +813 721 +7 109,916 7,894

Oman 111,484 +451 1,137 +15 97,367 12,980

Qatar 130,210 +266 225 +1 127,093 2,892

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 8,526,027 226,319

2 India 7,670,537 116,068

3 Brazil 5,274,817 154,888

4 Russia 1,447,335 24,952

5 Spain 1,029,668 34,210

6 Argentina 1,018,999 27,100

7 Colombia 974,139 29,272

8 France 930,745 33,885

9 Peru 874,118 33,875

10 Mexico 860,714 86,893

11 UK 762,542 43,967

12 South Africa 706,304 18,656

13 Iran 545,286 31,346

14 Chile 495,637 13,719
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News in brief 
 u A blast ripped 
through a minivan 
in the western 

Afghan city of Herat yesterday, killing 
at least six people, according to officials. 
Herat commander Mawlawi Ansari told 
Reuters that nine people had been injured. 
The cause of the blast was not clear. A health 
official in Herat, who asked not to be named, 
said an explosion hit a small van used for 
public transport just after 1800 local time 

and that three of the injured were in serious condition..

 u Strong rains in the town 
of Machu Picchu, next to the 
Inca citadel of the same name 
that is Peru’s top tourist draw, washed away 
railroads and bridges, officials said. Flooding 
of the Alccamayo river interrupted train services, 
the regional government of Cusco department 
said. Houses near the river were flooded, and one 
person was injured with another missing, civil 
defense officials said. Peru Rail company, one of 
two that provides transport in the region, said in 
a statement that trains have been cancelled until further notice..

 u Two Canadians 
died of gunshot wounds 
after an argument 

turned violent at a resort near Cancun 
on Mexico’s Caribbean coast, authorities 
said. Both guests at the upscale resort on 
the Riviera Maya of Quintana Roo state 
had criminal records, said Mexican officials, 
citing information from the Canadian police. 
Mexican police are searching for another 
person thought to have fired the shots who 
had a “long” criminal record in Canada.

 u Former Malaysian 
prime minister 
Mahathir Mohamad 
is in a stable condition after being admitted to a specialist heart hospital 
for the third time in just weeks, his daughter said. The 96-year-old has been 
receiving treatment at the National Heart Institute in Kuala Lumpur for the past 
two days, Marina Mahathir said. Media descended on the hospital as news spread 
that Mahathir had been admitted again, and current Prime Minister Ismail Sabri 
Yaakob also paid him a visit.

 u Twitter 
has suspended 
hundreds of 

accounts reportedly linked to supporters of 
Philippine presidential frontrunner Ferdinand 
Marcos Jr, which the social media giant said had 
violated its rules on manipulation and spam. The 
son and namesake of the country’s former dictator 

is drawing support from a massive social media campaign seeking to get him 
elected in May, which critics say is attempting to rewrite the family’s history.

Blast hits western Afghan city 
of Herat, killing at least six

Two Canadians die in shooting 
at Mexican Caribbean resort

Twitter suspends hundreds of accounts 
promoting Philippines’ Marcos Jr

Rains cause flood damage 
in Peru’s Machu Picchu

Malaysian ex-PM Mahathir stable 
after latest hospital admission

Fire in residential building 
kills six, injures 15 in Mumbai
AP | Mumbai

A major fire in a 19-story 
residential building killed 

at least six people and injured 
15 others yesterday in Mum-
bai, India’s financial and enter-
tainment capital, officials said.

The fire was caused by a 
short-circuit in an air con-
ditioner in one of the apart-
ments, Mumbai Mayor Kishori 
Pednekar said.

Residents said the fire 
started on the 15th floor and 
a big column of black smoke 
soon enveloped the building. 
More than 90 people escaped 
the building on their own or 
helped by neighbors, they said.

Ganesh Purnaik, a spokes-
man for the city government, 
said the fire left six people 
dead and 15 hospitalized with 
injuries.

Four of the injured were in 
critical condition, said police 

officer Saurabh Tripathi.
Nearly two dozen fire en-

gines extinguished the blaze 
and controlled the smoke after 
a two-hour effort, media re-
ports said. Firefighters rushed 
the injured to two nearby hos-
pitals. 

Pednekar said some of the 
injured needed oxygen sup-
port because they had inhaled 
smoke.

Southern Japan earthquake 
injures 13, no tsunami warning
Reuters | Tokyo

An earthquake with a mag-
nitude of 6.6 jolted south-

western Japan early yesterday 
morning, injuring 13 people, 
the authorities and local me-
dia said.

No tsunami warning was 
issued after the quake struck 
with an epicentre 45 km (30 
miles) deep at 1:08 a.m. (1608 
GMT on Friday) off the coast of 
Kyushu, the southernmost of 
Japan’s four main islands, the 
Japan Meteorological Agency 
(JMA) said.

The quake caused shaking in 
Oita and Miyazaki prefectures 
that measured 5+ on Japan’s 
seismic intensity scale, which 
has a maximum of 7, the agen-
cy said.

Thirteen people were in-
jured in nearby regions, in-
cluding two people in their 80s 
who were seriously hurt, the 
Yomiuri newspaper reported, 
citing local authorities.

Multiple reports of damage 
to buildings, water pipes and 
roads have been confirmed, 
said public broadcaster NHK.

WHO recommends reduced dose 
Pfizer COVID vaccine for under 12s
Reuters | London

The World Health Organiza-
tion on Friday recommended 

extending the use of a reduced 
dosage of Pfizer’s COVID-19 vac-
cine to children aged 5 to 11 years 
old.

The recommendation comes 
after the Strategic Advisory Group 
of Experts (SAGE) on immunisa-
tion held a meeting on Wednes-
day to evaluate the vaccine. It 
is currently recommended for 
use in people aged 12 years and  
above.

The recommended dosage for 
the younger population is 10 mi-
crograms instead of 30 micro-
grams offered to those 12 years 
and older.

“This age group (5-11) is in the 
lowest priority use group for vac-
cination except, for children who 
have co-morbidities,” SAGE chair-
man Alejandro Cravioto said at a 
briefing.

Pfizer/BioNTech shots have 
already been authorised for use 
in the age group in several coun-
tries including the United States, 
Canada, Israel, and the European 

Union.  
The WHO’s vaccine director, 

Kate O’Brien, said no safety con-
cerns were raised for application 
of Pfizer’s vaccine in 5 to 11 years 
old in clinical trials.

The panel also recommend-
ed that booster doses of Pfizer’s 
vaccine should be administered 
4 months to 6 months after the 
completion of the primary se-
ries, in high-priority groups 
like older adults and health  
workers.

A child is held by her mother as she gets the the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine

Inmate Syed Naeem Shah outside his classroom in the Central Prison, Karachi

A collapsed gate to the residential 
house caused by an earthquake is 
seen in Oita, southern Japan

Smoke raises after a fire in Mumbai

Islamic State group fighters, who were arrested by the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic 
Forces after they attacked Gweiran Prison, in Hassakeh, northeast Syria

US studies highlight the need for 
COVID boosters to fight Omicron
Reuters | Washington

Three US studies show that 
a third dose of an mRNA 

vaccine is key to fighting the 
Omicron coronavirus vari-
ant, providing 90% protection 
against hospitalization due to 
COVID-19, the US Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) said.

The studies, led by the CDC, 
are among the first in the Unit-
ed States to look at the impact 
of booster doses against the 
fast-spreading Omicron variant, 

which now accounts for 99% of 
all new COVID cases.

Overall, they suggest that 
boosters helped protect against 
both infection and symptomatic 
disease. Adults aged 50 and old-
er saw the most benefit from an 
extra dose of the vaccines made 
by BioNTech SE with Pfizer Inc 
or Moderna Inc.

“Protection against infection 
and hospitalization with the 
Omicron variant is highest for 
those who are up to date with 
their vaccination, meaning 
those who are boosted when 
they are eligible,” CDC Direc-

tor Dr. Rochelle Walensky said 
in a White House briefing on 
Friday.

As has been shown in oth-
er countries, vaccine boosters 
performed better against the 
Delta variant than Omicron, a 
highly mutated version of the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus that has been 
able to evade immunity from 
vaccines and prior infections.

One of the studies, published 
on Friday in the CDC’s Mor-
bidity and Mortality Weekly 
Report, looked at rates of hos-
pitalization, emergency depart-
ment and urgent care visits in 
10 states between Aug. 26, 2021, 
and Jan. 5, 2022.

It found that protection from 
two doses of vaccine fell to 57% 
in people who got their second 
shot at least six months earlier. 
Among those who received a 
booster, protection from hospi-
talization and urgent care visits 
was 90%.

In another study published 
in the JAMA medical journal, 
researchers reviewed data on 
23,391 COVID-19 cases caused 
by either the Delta or Omicron 

variant among people seeking 
testing between Dec. 10, 2021, 
and Jan. 1, 2022.

They found that among peo-
ple seeking testing for COV-
ID-like symptoms, those who 
had received three doses of an 
mRNA vaccine had the highest 
protection from infection com-
pared with those who got two 
doses or were unvaccinated.

Because of the timing of U.S. 
booster recommendations, 
most people in the study had 
been vaccinated within a month 
of seeking testing, which likely 
contributed to the benefit.

Data from the UK has shown 
that the increased antibody 
protection gained from boost-
ers wanes after 10 months, so it 
is unclear how long that benefit 
would hold.

Some countries have already 
started offering additional 
booster doses, but a recent 
study from Israel showed that 
while a fourth dose of an mRNA 
vaccine boosted antibodies, the 
level was not high enough to 
prevent infection by the Omi-
cron variant.

A worker from Chicago Family Health Center prepares a COVID-19 booster shot

Protection against 
infection and 

hospitalization with 
the Omicron variant 
is highest for those 
who are up to date 

with their vaccination, 
meaning those who are 
boosted when they are 

eligible
CDC DIRECTOR DR. ROCHELLE WALENSKY

French pet care firm stops selling 
fish bowls - they drive fish mad
Reuters | Paris

A leading French aquari-
um vendor has decided to 

stop selling round fish bowls 
because they drive fish mad and 
kill them quickly.

French pet care market lead-
er AgroBiothers Laboratoire 
will no longer sell any aquari-
ums with a capacity of less than 
15 litres and only rectangular 
ones, as putting fish in small 
bowls without filtration and 
oxygenation is animal abuse, 
it said.

“People buy a goldfish for 
their kids on impulse, but if 
they knew what a torture it is, 
they would not do it. Turning 
round and round in a small 
bowl drives fish crazy and kills 
them quickly,” AgroBiothers 
CEO Matthieu Lambeaux told 
Reuters.

Gold fish can live up to 30 
years and grow to about 25 cm 
in big aquariums or outdoor 
ponds, but in tiny bowls they of-
ten die within weeks or months.

He said gold fish are social 
animals who need the company 
of other fish, ample space and 
clean water, and that having an 
aquarium requires a minimum 
of equipment and expertise.

France is Europe’s number 
one market for red aquarium 

fish, with about 2.3 million fish, 
Lambeaux said.

Germany and several other 

European countries have long 
banned fish bowls, but France 
has no legislation on the issue.

“It is a French anachronism, 
that is why we decided to move. 
We cannot educate all our cus-
tomers to explain that keeping 
fish in a bowl is cruel. We con-
sider that it is our responsibility 
to no longer give consumers 
that choice,” Lambeaux said.

AgroBiothers, which has a 
French market share of about 
27% in pet care products, sold 
about 50,000 fish bowls per 
year at about 20 euros a piece 
in previous years.

“There is demand for fish 
bowls, but the reality is that 
what we offer children is the 
possibility to see gold fish die 
slowly,” he said.

A woman brings a goldfish to Paris aquarium as part of an operation launched 
to take care of hundreds of goldfish abandoned by French holiday-makers, in 
Paris

Gold fish can live 
up to 30 years and 

grow to about 25 cm 
in big aquariums or 

outdoor ponds, but in 
tiny bowls they often 
die within weeks or 

months

KNOW WHAT

What I have achieved 
while languishing in 
jail is not possible 

if one does not have 
conviction
SYED NAEEM SHAH

Increase in booster 
dose coverage for high 

risk priority groups will 
usually yield greater 
reduction in severe 

disease and deaths than 
use of equivalent vaccine 

to increase primary 
vaccination coverage
SAGE CHAIRMAN ALEJANDRO CRAVIOTO

IS has carried out 
regular attacks against 

Kurdish and govern-
ment targets in Syria 
since the rump of its 
once-sprawling pro-

to-state was overrun in 
March 2019
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In a coronation ceremony, Zhu Yuanzhang as-
cends to the throne of China as the Hongwu 
Emperor, initiating Ming Dynasty rule over 
China that would last for three centuries

Shaanxi Earthquake, the 
deadliest ever recorded, 
kills 830,000 in Shaanxi 
Province, China

US President Richard 
Nixon announces an ac-
cord has been reached 
to end Vietnam War

China locks down the city of Wuhan 
and its 9 million people, in a belated 
but ultimately successful effort to 
control the city’s COVID-19 epidemic
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The American peo-
ple should not have 

to fight tooth-and-nail 
against wealthy and 
powerful corporate in-
terests for decent wages, 
health care, pensions and 
safe working conditions.

@BernieSanders

Canada’s support for 
Ukraine’s sovereign-

ty, security, and territo-
rial integrity is unwa-
vering and unequivocal. 
That’s why, as they face 
unwarranted Russian ag-
gression, we’re provid-
ing a loan that will help 
support their economic 
resilience and their gov-
ernance reforms.

@JustinTrudeau

The UN has a terrible 
record of tracking 

aid funds (e.g., Syria), but 
donor governments can 
set up an independent 
monitoring mechanism 
to ensure that humani-
tarian assistance actually 
reaches the many Afghans 
who urgently need it.

@KenRoth

We need to go into 
emergency mode 

to bring peace to a world 
that sees too little of it. 
The @UN will always 
stand with and pro-
tect those caught up in 
fighting & work to build 
stronger, more resilient 
& peaceful communities.

@antonioguterres

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)
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Pakistani convicted murderer takes 
top school score, wins scholarship
Reuters | Karachi

A Pakistani inmate serving a 
life sentence for murder in 

an overcrowded Karachi prison 
has won a scholarship for fur-
ther study after taking one of 
the highest scores in the city’s 
higher secondary school exams 
last year.

Syed Naeem Shah, 35, scored 
the highest in the general high 
school exams among private 
candidates - that is, among 
non-traditional students - last 
year in Pakistan’s largest city, 
winning a scholarship for fur-
ther studies from the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of 
Pakistan (ICAP).

“What I have achieved while 
languishing in jail is not pos-
sible if one does not have con-
viction,” Shah told Reuters in 
an interview in Central Prison 
Karachi, built by the British in 
1899 in the port city in south-
eastern Pakistan.

Speaking in a classroom in-
side the prison grounds, Shah 
said he enjoyed school as a child 
but that his family could not af-

ford to continue his education. 
In jail, older inmates who were 
also taking classes motivated 
him and helped him prepare 
for exams. Shah is one of 1,200 
inmates studying in Central 
Prison Karachi, but his suc-

cess is unparalleled, said Saeed 
Soomro, deputy superintendent 
of the prison.

“His results are (also) tanta-
mount to our success,” Soomro 
said, in giving him the opportu-
nity to study and providing him 
with books and materials.

Shah was sentenced to life - 
25 years in Pakistan - in 2018 
for the shooting and killing of 
another man in a personal dis-
agreement in 2010. Years spent 
as a prisoner on trial, plus time 
off for academic achievements, 
good behaviour and blood do-
nations, leaves him with about 
six years to serve.

Deadly fighting between 
IS, Kurd forces in Syria
Islamic State prison break repelled by Kurdish-led forces in northeastern Syria

• US-led coalition 
carry out air strikes 

Reuters | Damascus

Fighting raged for a third 
day yesterday between the 
Islamic State group and 

Kurdish forces in Syria after IS 
attacked a prison housing jihad-
ists, in violence that has claimed 
over 70 lives, a monitor said.

The assault on the Ghwayran 
prison in the northern city of 
Hasakeh is one of IS’s most sig-
nificant since its “caliphate” was 
declared defeated in Syria nearly 
three years ago.

“At least 28 members of the 
Kurdish security forces, five ci-
vilians and 45 members of IS have 
been killed” in the violence, said 
Rami Abdel Rahman, head of the 
Syrian Observatory for Human 
Rights.

IS launched the attack on 
Thursday night against the pris-
on housing some 3,500 suspected 
members of the jihadist group, 
including some of its leaders, said 
the Observatory.

The jihadists “seized weapons 
they found” in the detention cen-
tre and freed several fellow IS 
fighters, said the Britain-based 
monitor, which relies on sources 
inside war-torn Syria for its in-
formation.

Hundreds of jihadist inmates 
had since been recaptured but 
dozens were still believed to be 
on the loose, the Observatory said.

With the backing of US-led co-
alition aircraft, Kurdish security 

forces have encircled the pris-
on and are battling to retake full 
control of surrounding neigh-
bourhoods, which jihadists have 
used as a launching pad for their 
attacks.

The Kurdish-dominated Syr-
ian Democratic Forces (SDF)
yesterday said it was continu-
ing “operations to keep security 
in Hasakeh city and the perim-
eter of the Ghwayran prison,” 
with the help of coalition allies 
and Kurdish internal security  
forces.

It said yesterday’s clashes cen-
tred mostly in neighbourhoods 
north of Ghwayran, where it car-
ried out raids and “killed a num-
ber of IS fighters that had attacked 
the jail.”

The jihadist group said in a 
statement released on Friday by 
its Amaq news agency that its 
attack on the jail aimed to “free 

the prisoners”.

 ‘Fat target’ 
IS has carried out regular at-

tacks against Kurdish and gov-
ernment targets in Syria since 
the rump of its once-sprawling 
proto-state was overrun in March 
2019.

Most of their guerrilla attacks 
have been against military targets 
and oil installations in remote ar-
eas, but the Hasakeh prison break 
could mark a new phase in the 
group’s resurgence.

It was not immediately clear 
whether the prison break was 
part of a centrally coordinated 
operation -- timed to coincide 
with an attack on a military base 
in neighbouring Iraq -- or the ac-
tion of a local IS cell.

Analyst Nicholas Heras of the 
Newlines Institute in Washington 
said the jihadist group targeted 

the prison to bolster its numbers.
The Islamic State group “wants 

to move beyond being the terror-
ist and criminal network that it 
has devolved into, and to do that 
it needs more fighters,” he said.

“Prison breaks represent the 
best opportunity for ISIS to regain 
its strength in arms, and Ghway-
ran prison is a nice fat target for 
ISIS because its overcrowded,” 
he said, using another acronym 
for IS.

The prospect of a repeat of the 
attack remains very real, said Col-
in Clarke, research director at the 
New York-based Soufan Center 
think-tank.

“The SDF needs a comprehen-
sive strategy to deal with this 
threat,” he said.

The Kurdish authorities have 
long warned they do not have the 
capacity to hold, let alone put on 
trial, the thousands of IS fighters 
captured in years of operations.
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Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 105,705 6,142 98,413 1,150

Saudi 
Arabia

343,373 +405 5,235 +18 329,715 8,423

UAE 119,132 +1,538 472 +2 111,814 6,846

Kuwait 118,531 +813 721 +7 109,916 7,894

Oman 111,484 +451 1,137 +15 97,367 12,980

Qatar 130,210 +266 225 +1 127,093 2,892

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 8,526,027 226,319

2 India 7,670,537 116,068

3 Brazil 5,274,817 154,888

4 Russia 1,447,335 24,952

5 Spain 1,029,668 34,210

6 Argentina 1,018,999 27,100

7 Colombia 974,139 29,272

8 France 930,745 33,885

9 Peru 874,118 33,875

10 Mexico 860,714 86,893

11 UK 762,542 43,967

12 South Africa 706,304 18,656

13 Iran 545,286 31,346

14 Chile 495,637 13,719
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News in brief 
 u A blast ripped 
through a minivan 
in the western 

Afghan city of Herat yesterday, killing 
at least six people, according to officials. 
Herat commander Mawlawi Ansari told 
Reuters that nine people had been injured. 
The cause of the blast was not clear. A health 
official in Herat, who asked not to be named, 
said an explosion hit a small van used for 
public transport just after 1800 local time 

and that three of the injured were in serious condition..

 u Strong rains in the town 
of Machu Picchu, next to the 
Inca citadel of the same name 
that is Peru’s top tourist draw, washed away 
railroads and bridges, officials said. Flooding 
of the Alccamayo river interrupted train services, 
the regional government of Cusco department 
said. Houses near the river were flooded, and one 
person was injured with another missing, civil 
defense officials said. Peru Rail company, one of 
two that provides transport in the region, said in 
a statement that trains have been cancelled until further notice..

 u Two Canadians 
died of gunshot wounds 
after an argument 

turned violent at a resort near Cancun 
on Mexico’s Caribbean coast, authorities 
said. Both guests at the upscale resort on 
the Riviera Maya of Quintana Roo state 
had criminal records, said Mexican officials, 
citing information from the Canadian police. 
Mexican police are searching for another 
person thought to have fired the shots who 
had a “long” criminal record in Canada.

 u Former Malaysian 
prime minister 
Mahathir Mohamad 
is in a stable condition after being admitted to a specialist heart hospital 
for the third time in just weeks, his daughter said. The 96-year-old has been 
receiving treatment at the National Heart Institute in Kuala Lumpur for the past 
two days, Marina Mahathir said. Media descended on the hospital as news spread 
that Mahathir had been admitted again, and current Prime Minister Ismail Sabri 
Yaakob also paid him a visit.

 u Twitter 
has suspended 
hundreds of 

accounts reportedly linked to supporters of 
Philippine presidential frontrunner Ferdinand 
Marcos Jr, which the social media giant said had 
violated its rules on manipulation and spam. The 
son and namesake of the country’s former dictator 

is drawing support from a massive social media campaign seeking to get him 
elected in May, which critics say is attempting to rewrite the family’s history.

Blast hits western Afghan city 
of Herat, killing at least six

Two Canadians die in shooting 
at Mexican Caribbean resort

Twitter suspends hundreds of accounts 
promoting Philippines’ Marcos Jr

Rains cause flood damage 
in Peru’s Machu Picchu

Malaysian ex-PM Mahathir stable 
after latest hospital admission

Fire in residential building 
kills six, injures 15 in Mumbai
AP | Mumbai

A major fire in a 19-story 
residential building killed 

at least six people and injured 
15 others yesterday in Mum-
bai, India’s financial and enter-
tainment capital, officials said.

The fire was caused by a 
short-circuit in an air con-
ditioner in one of the apart-
ments, Mumbai Mayor Kishori 
Pednekar said.

Residents said the fire 
started on the 15th floor and 
a big column of black smoke 
soon enveloped the building. 
More than 90 people escaped 
the building on their own or 
helped by neighbors, they said.

Ganesh Purnaik, a spokes-
man for the city government, 
said the fire left six people 
dead and 15 hospitalized with 
injuries.

Four of the injured were in 
critical condition, said police 

officer Saurabh Tripathi.
Nearly two dozen fire en-

gines extinguished the blaze 
and controlled the smoke after 
a two-hour effort, media re-
ports said. Firefighters rushed 
the injured to two nearby hos-
pitals. 

Pednekar said some of the 
injured needed oxygen sup-
port because they had inhaled 
smoke.

Southern Japan earthquake 
injures 13, no tsunami warning
Reuters | Tokyo

An earthquake with a mag-
nitude of 6.6 jolted south-

western Japan early yesterday 
morning, injuring 13 people, 
the authorities and local me-
dia said.

No tsunami warning was 
issued after the quake struck 
with an epicentre 45 km (30 
miles) deep at 1:08 a.m. (1608 
GMT on Friday) off the coast of 
Kyushu, the southernmost of 
Japan’s four main islands, the 
Japan Meteorological Agency 
(JMA) said.

The quake caused shaking in 
Oita and Miyazaki prefectures 
that measured 5+ on Japan’s 
seismic intensity scale, which 
has a maximum of 7, the agen-
cy said.

Thirteen people were in-
jured in nearby regions, in-
cluding two people in their 80s 
who were seriously hurt, the 
Yomiuri newspaper reported, 
citing local authorities.

Multiple reports of damage 
to buildings, water pipes and 
roads have been confirmed, 
said public broadcaster NHK.

WHO recommends reduced dose 
Pfizer COVID vaccine for under 12s
Reuters | London

The World Health Organiza-
tion on Friday recommended 

extending the use of a reduced 
dosage of Pfizer’s COVID-19 vac-
cine to children aged 5 to 11 years 
old.

The recommendation comes 
after the Strategic Advisory Group 
of Experts (SAGE) on immunisa-
tion held a meeting on Wednes-
day to evaluate the vaccine. It 
is currently recommended for 
use in people aged 12 years and  
above.

The recommended dosage for 
the younger population is 10 mi-
crograms instead of 30 micro-
grams offered to those 12 years 
and older.

“This age group (5-11) is in the 
lowest priority use group for vac-
cination except, for children who 
have co-morbidities,” SAGE chair-
man Alejandro Cravioto said at a 
briefing.

Pfizer/BioNTech shots have 
already been authorised for use 
in the age group in several coun-
tries including the United States, 
Canada, Israel, and the European 

Union.  
The WHO’s vaccine director, 

Kate O’Brien, said no safety con-
cerns were raised for application 
of Pfizer’s vaccine in 5 to 11 years 
old in clinical trials.

The panel also recommend-
ed that booster doses of Pfizer’s 
vaccine should be administered 
4 months to 6 months after the 
completion of the primary se-
ries, in high-priority groups 
like older adults and health  
workers.

A child is held by her mother as she gets the the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine

Inmate Syed Naeem Shah outside his classroom in the Central Prison, Karachi

A collapsed gate to the residential 
house caused by an earthquake is 
seen in Oita, southern Japan

Smoke raises after a fire in Mumbai

Islamic State group fighters, who were arrested by the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic 
Forces after they attacked Gweiran Prison, in Hassakeh, northeast Syria

US studies highlight the need for 
COVID boosters to fight Omicron
Reuters | Washington

Three US studies show that 
a third dose of an mRNA 

vaccine is key to fighting the 
Omicron coronavirus vari-
ant, providing 90% protection 
against hospitalization due to 
COVID-19, the US Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) said.

The studies, led by the CDC, 
are among the first in the Unit-
ed States to look at the impact 
of booster doses against the 
fast-spreading Omicron variant, 

which now accounts for 99% of 
all new COVID cases.

Overall, they suggest that 
boosters helped protect against 
both infection and symptomatic 
disease. Adults aged 50 and old-
er saw the most benefit from an 
extra dose of the vaccines made 
by BioNTech SE with Pfizer Inc 
or Moderna Inc.

“Protection against infection 
and hospitalization with the 
Omicron variant is highest for 
those who are up to date with 
their vaccination, meaning 
those who are boosted when 
they are eligible,” CDC Direc-

tor Dr. Rochelle Walensky said 
in a White House briefing on 
Friday.

As has been shown in oth-
er countries, vaccine boosters 
performed better against the 
Delta variant than Omicron, a 
highly mutated version of the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus that has been 
able to evade immunity from 
vaccines and prior infections.

One of the studies, published 
on Friday in the CDC’s Mor-
bidity and Mortality Weekly 
Report, looked at rates of hos-
pitalization, emergency depart-
ment and urgent care visits in 
10 states between Aug. 26, 2021, 
and Jan. 5, 2022.

It found that protection from 
two doses of vaccine fell to 57% 
in people who got their second 
shot at least six months earlier. 
Among those who received a 
booster, protection from hospi-
talization and urgent care visits 
was 90%.

In another study published 
in the JAMA medical journal, 
researchers reviewed data on 
23,391 COVID-19 cases caused 
by either the Delta or Omicron 

variant among people seeking 
testing between Dec. 10, 2021, 
and Jan. 1, 2022.

They found that among peo-
ple seeking testing for COV-
ID-like symptoms, those who 
had received three doses of an 
mRNA vaccine had the highest 
protection from infection com-
pared with those who got two 
doses or were unvaccinated.

Because of the timing of U.S. 
booster recommendations, 
most people in the study had 
been vaccinated within a month 
of seeking testing, which likely 
contributed to the benefit.

Data from the UK has shown 
that the increased antibody 
protection gained from boost-
ers wanes after 10 months, so it 
is unclear how long that benefit 
would hold.

Some countries have already 
started offering additional 
booster doses, but a recent 
study from Israel showed that 
while a fourth dose of an mRNA 
vaccine boosted antibodies, the 
level was not high enough to 
prevent infection by the Omi-
cron variant.

A worker from Chicago Family Health Center prepares a COVID-19 booster shot

Protection against 
infection and 

hospitalization with 
the Omicron variant 
is highest for those 
who are up to date 

with their vaccination, 
meaning those who are 
boosted when they are 

eligible
CDC DIRECTOR DR. ROCHELLE WALENSKY

French pet care firm stops selling 
fish bowls - they drive fish mad
Reuters | Paris

A leading French aquari-
um vendor has decided to 

stop selling round fish bowls 
because they drive fish mad and 
kill them quickly.

French pet care market lead-
er AgroBiothers Laboratoire 
will no longer sell any aquari-
ums with a capacity of less than 
15 litres and only rectangular 
ones, as putting fish in small 
bowls without filtration and 
oxygenation is animal abuse, 
it said.

“People buy a goldfish for 
their kids on impulse, but if 
they knew what a torture it is, 
they would not do it. Turning 
round and round in a small 
bowl drives fish crazy and kills 
them quickly,” AgroBiothers 
CEO Matthieu Lambeaux told 
Reuters.

Gold fish can live up to 30 
years and grow to about 25 cm 
in big aquariums or outdoor 
ponds, but in tiny bowls they of-
ten die within weeks or months.

He said gold fish are social 
animals who need the company 
of other fish, ample space and 
clean water, and that having an 
aquarium requires a minimum 
of equipment and expertise.

France is Europe’s number 
one market for red aquarium 

fish, with about 2.3 million fish, 
Lambeaux said.

Germany and several other 

European countries have long 
banned fish bowls, but France 
has no legislation on the issue.

“It is a French anachronism, 
that is why we decided to move. 
We cannot educate all our cus-
tomers to explain that keeping 
fish in a bowl is cruel. We con-
sider that it is our responsibility 
to no longer give consumers 
that choice,” Lambeaux said.

AgroBiothers, which has a 
French market share of about 
27% in pet care products, sold 
about 50,000 fish bowls per 
year at about 20 euros a piece 
in previous years.

“There is demand for fish 
bowls, but the reality is that 
what we offer children is the 
possibility to see gold fish die 
slowly,” he said.

A woman brings a goldfish to Paris aquarium as part of an operation launched 
to take care of hundreds of goldfish abandoned by French holiday-makers, in 
Paris

Gold fish can live 
up to 30 years and 

grow to about 25 cm 
in big aquariums or 

outdoor ponds, but in 
tiny bowls they often 
die within weeks or 

months

KNOW WHAT

What I have achieved 
while languishing in 
jail is not possible 

if one does not have 
conviction
SYED NAEEM SHAH

Increase in booster 
dose coverage for high 

risk priority groups will 
usually yield greater 
reduction in severe 

disease and deaths than 
use of equivalent vaccine 

to increase primary 
vaccination coverage
SAGE CHAIRMAN ALEJANDRO CRAVIOTO

IS has carried out 
regular attacks against 

Kurdish and govern-
ment targets in Syria 
since the rump of its 
once-sprawling pro-

to-state was overrun in 
March 2019

KNOW WHAT
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26,000 citizens found 
jobs in 6,642 private 
institutions: minister
Labour minister meets IMF delegation

TDT | Manama 

The second edition of the 
National Employment 

Programme landed jobs for 
more than 26,000 nationals 
in about 6,642 private institu-
tions, said Labour and Social 
Development Minister. 

Minister Jameel Humaidan 
also pointed out that the la-
bour ministry had trained over 
12,000 nationals in 2021 in co-
operation with the relevant 
authorities. 

The minister announced the 
figures during a virtual meet-
ing with the advisory mission 
of the International Monetary 
Fund, led by Dr Mahmoud 
Mohieldin.

Discussions also focused on 
Bahrain’s experience in con-
fronting the repercussions of 
the novel Coronavirus pan-
demic, the Economic Recov-
ery Plan and programmes that 
support the stability of the la-
bour market.

Humaidan highlighted Bah-
rain’s swift response to the 

pandemic by launching an eco-
nomic stimulus package worth 
more than BHD 4.5 billion in 
March 2019, as directed by His 
Majesty King Hamad bin Isa 
Al Khalifa. 

“Such measures had main-
tained the stability of the na-
tional workforce in the labour 
market and distanced the pri-
vate sector from layoffs,” the 
minister said. 

On the Economic Recovery 
Plan, the minister said the 
ambitious five-pillar plan is a 
roadmap for a brighter eco-
nomic and fiscal future for the 
kingdom. 

The plan launched by the 
government, led by His Royal 
Highness Prince Salman bin 
Hamad Al Khalifa, the Crown 
Prince and Prime Minister, 
targets to employ 20,000 Bah-
rainis and train 10,000 others 
annually.

He affirmed that the positive 
results prove the ability of the 
local labour market to generate 
more job opportunities for the 
national workforce. 

Minister Jameel Humaidan during a meeting with IMF delegates

Intel’s $20 billion Ohio factory could become world’s largest chip plant
Reuters | Washington/San 
Francisco

Intel Corp said on Friday it 
would invest up to $100 billion 

to build potentially the world’s 
largest chip-making complex in 
Ohio, looking to boost capacity 
as a global shortage of semicon-
ductors affects everything from 
smartphones to cars.

The move is part of Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer Pat Gelsinger’s 
strategy to restore Intel’s domi-
nance in chip making and reduce 
America’s reliance on Asian 
manufacturing hubs, which have 
a tight hold on the market.

An initial $20 billion invest-
ment - the largest in Ohio’s his-
tory - on a 1,000-acre site in New 
Albany will create 3,000 jobs, 

Gelsinger said. That could grow 
to $100 billion with eight total 
fabrication plants and would be 
the largest investment on record 
in Ohio, he told Reuters.

Dubbed the silicon heartland, 
it could become “the largest 
semiconductor manufacturing 
location on the planet,” he said.

While chipmakers are scram-

bling to boost output, Intel’s 
plans for new factories will not 
alleviate the current supply 
crunch, because such complexes 
take years to build.

Gelsinger reiterated on Friday 
he expected the chip shortages 
to persist into 2023.

To dramatically increase chip 
production in the United States, 
the Biden administration aims to 
persuade Congress to approve 
$52 billion in subsidy funding.

US House Speaker Nancy Pe-
losi said on Friday the House 
of Representatives would soon 
introduce a bill on competitive-
ness to help bolster semicon-
ductor investment and supply 
chains. That would include the 
$52 billion funding.

US President Joe Biden touted 

Intel’s investment on Friday at 
a White House event with Gel-
singer and again made the case 
for congressional action.

“China is doing everything it 
can to take over the global mar-
ket so they can try to out com-
pete the rest of us,” Biden said.

US Commerce Secretary Gina 
Raimondo said at the event the 
current semiconductor supply 
chain is “far too dependent on 

conditions and countries half-
way around the world.”

Gelsinger said without gov-
ernment funding “we’re still 
going to start the Ohio site. It’s 
just not going to happen as fast 
and it’s not going to grow as big 
as quickly.”

Construction of the first two 
factories is expected to begin 
late in 2022 and production in 
2025.

Chief Executive Officer Pat Gelsinger

Overall demand for semiconductors of all stripes—
from basic microcontrollers and memory chips 
to the most sophisticated high-performance 
processors—has grown over the past decade, as 
smartphone usage and computing power boomed. A 
steady rise in semiconductor sales faltered in 2019, 
but was then boosted 5.4% by 2020’s shelter-in-
place demand for home gadgets, IDC data shows.

KNOW WHAT

India’s Reliance reports hefty profit on energy, retail boost
Reuters | Bengaluru

Reliance Industries Ltd 
(RELI.NS), India’s most 

valuable company, on Friday 
posted a better-than-expected 
41.6% jump in profit in the third 
quarter, boosted by strong per-
formance in its oil-to-chemicals 
and retail businesses.

Its retail business benefited 
from a rebound in consumer de-
mand in the festival season and 
as coronavirus-related curbs 
lifted towards the end of 2021, 
while higher refining margins 
and improved price realizations 
bolstered its mainstay energy 
business.

The company, led by Asia’s 
richest man Mukesh Ambani, 
said its consolidated profit rose 
to 185.49 billion rupees ($2.50 

bn) in the quarter ended Dec. 31, 
beating analysts’ expectations of 
154.74 bn rupees.

“The recovery in global oil 

and energy markets support-
ed strong fuel margins and 
helped our O2C (oil-to-chem-
icals)business deliver robust 

earnings,” Ambani said in a  
statement.

Revenue from Reliance’s O2C 
operations – comprising the 
world’s biggest refining com-
plex at Jamnagar, and petro-
chemicals plants - surged 57% 
to 1.31 trillion rupees, while the 
retail segment revenue jumped 
more than 52% to 577.17 bn ru-
pees.

The company said overall rev-
enue from operations rose 54% 
to 1.91 trillion rupees.

The conglomerate also re-
corded a one-off gain of 28.72 
bn rupees from the sale of its 
shale gas assets.

Reliance, which produces gas 
from an ultra deep water block 
in the country’s east coast, ex-
pects revenue from gas sales to 
rise from April.

A customer wearing protective mask pushes a trolley with grocery items 
past Reliance Jewels and Reliance Digital stores of Reliance Industries Ltd, in 
Mumbai

Lebanon to start virtual 
talks with IMF next week
• IMF to start virtual 
talks tomorrow

• Kuwait foreign 
minister in Lebanon 
for talks 

• Gulf states 
deliver confidence-
building proposals 

Reuters 

Lebanese officials will start 
talks with the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund to-

morrow, an official government 
source told Reuters.

An IMF spokesperson also 
told Reuters yesterday that a 
team will start virtual talks with 
Lebanese authorities next week.

The Lebanese government 
has said it hopes to reach an 
initial agreement with the fund 
for financial support between 
January and February. Lebanon 
is in the grip of an unprecedent-
ed financial crisis and an IMF 
deal is widely seen as the only 
way for it to secure aid.

The fund said in December 
it was assessing a $69 billion 
figure announced by Lebanese 
officials for losses in the coun-

try’s financial sector.
Disagreements in Lebanon 

over the size of the losses and 
how they should be distributed 
torpedoed IMF talks in 2020. 
The central bank, banks and 
political elite rejected figures 
set out in a government plan 
that was endorsed by the IMF 
at the time.

Lebanon’s Prime Minister 
Najib Mikati said in September 
that the financial recovery plan 
to be drawn up by his cabinet 
will include a fair distribution of 
losses suffered by the financial 
system, but the cabinet hasn’t 
convened since October.

It will convene again on Mon-

day to discuss the 2022 budget, 
but no clear details have been 
released about the recovery 
plan. The Lebanese financial 
system collapsed in 2019 be-
cause of decades of corruption 
and waste in the state and the 
unsustainable way it was fi-
nanced. The trigger was slowing 
inflows of hard currency into 
the banking system, which lent 
heavily to the government.

Several reforms the IMF 
would likely seek, including 
cutting subsidies and unifying 
the numerous exchange rates 
in Lebanon’s chaotic cash econ-
omy, are already becoming real-
ities as hard currency dries up, 

political sources say.

Kuwaiti minister visits Beirut
Meanwhile, in an effort to 

thaw the diplomatic rift,  Ku-
wait’s foreign minister, in the 
first trip by a senior Gulf Arab 
official since last year, delivered 
confidence-building proposals 
to Lebanon in a message coor-
dinated with Gulf states. 

Speaking after meeting Leb-
anese Prime Minister Najib 
Mikati, Sheikh Ahmad Nasser 
Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah said 
ties with Beirut had not been 
severed and relations were now 
in a phase of confidence-build-
ing measures.

He said he had delivered 
proposed confidence-building 
steps to Mikati and the Leba-
nese foreign minister and “the 
brothers in Lebanon should 
study them and know how to 
deal with these matters”.

“All the GCC states are sympa-
thetic and in solidarity with the 
Lebanese people ... the Kuwaiti 
move is a Gulf move,” Sheikh 
Ahmad said.

Sheikh Ahmad said the visit 
was “to support Lebanon and 
bring Lebanon out of all that it 
is going through, to help it over-
come these difficulties, and to 
restore, God willing, the meas-
ures to build confidence with 
Lebanon”.

Kuwait’s Foreign Minister Sheikh Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah meets 
with Lebanon’s Prime Minister Najib Mikati in Beirut, Lebanon

Bitcoin falls 5.6% 
to $34,448
Reuters 

Bitcoin dropped 5.6% to 
$34,448.94 at 18:10 GMT 

yesterday, losing 1,878.27 from 
its previous close.

Bitcoin, the world’s biggest 
and best-known cryptocurren-
cy, is up 1.8% from the year’s 
low of $34,000 on Jan. 22.

Ether , the coin linked to the 
ethereum blockchain network, 

dropped 8.4% to $2,352.72 on 
Saturday, losing $189.64 from 
its previous close.



P T S CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17720009  or  HASHEM.SHARAF@
PRO-TOUCH-S.COM
Saleh Abdulla Kameshki & Sons B.S.C 
(c) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17250627  or  admin01@
kameshki.com
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727676  or  BASMAHO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Shomeli Furniture has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39699663  or  SHOMELI@BATELCO.
COM.BH
SOUTH GATE CONSTRUCTION 
AND CLEANING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
77061717  or  YKHALFAN@GMAIL.COM
DURRAT AL MUHARRAQ CLEANING 
&MAINTENANCE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17535158  or  bucheeri5@gmail.com
ALEZZ CONTRACTING & 
MECHANICAL SERVICES CO.W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17275545  or  
ALEZZCO1@GMAIL.COM
ALEZZ CONTRACTING & 
MECHANICAL SERVICES CO.W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WELDER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17275545  or  ALEZZCO1@
GMAIL.COM
ALEZZ CONTRACTING & 
MECHANICAL SERVICES CO.W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  PAINTER(FURNITURE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17275545  or  ALEZZCO1@GMAIL.COM
PAN ARAB MARKETING & AGENT 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17514166  or  info@panarabco.net
Alashball decor construction has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33600065  or  COZYD215@GMAIL.COM
GLOBAL POWER SYSTEMS W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17769104  or  GLOBALPS@
BATELCO.COM.BH
TAMCON CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636624  or  
AALABBASI@TAMCON.BH
Bayanco Contracting Co. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PAINTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77370909  or  BAYANCOGM@GMAIL.
COM
Bayanco Contracting Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77370909  or  
BAYANCOGM@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMED ZAKI MAHJOOB 
MOHAMED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36362554  or  WADZAKI741@GMAIL.
COM
MADARIS UNIFORMS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36318888  or  director@madaristrading.
com
SAFA GATE SUPER MARKET has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34022055  or  BU_FAHAD@
HOTMAIL.COM
Y T 2 SPARE PARES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  REPAIRMAN 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33358836  or  TARIQAL39@
GMAIL.COM
Arab sea buildings maintenance has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17320087  or  SHIMA2027@HOTMAIL.
COM
MADARIS UNIFORMS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36318888  or  director@madaristrading.
com
AL WESAM GENTS TAILOR has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33353431  or  IPROJECTS.
GROUPINT@GMAIL.COM
Enlist Resources Co W.l.l has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COMPUTER 
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17270123  or  
SHINE@ENLISTRESOURCES.COM
LORD ALUMINIUM has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33332083  or  SOWAIDI@YMAIL.COM
HOPEWELL FOR HIRING AND SALE 
EQUIPMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably 

qualified applicants can contact 39005550  
or  SAJI0101@HOTMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN MOON CONSTUCTION W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39410417  or  AMINA.
ALHIDDI.BH@GMAIL.COM
CALIFORNIA PETS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33023233  
or  JEHAD_1234@OUTLOOK.COM
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES 
& SIAM SCAFFOLDS- SIMPLE 
COMMANDITE COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MECHANICAL 
FITTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17552722  or  SIAM7373@
BATELCO.COM.BH
MALJAWA CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39877225  or  MHMA75@HOTMAIL.
COM
DR. NUTRITION CENTER W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33303848  or  GCC@
DRNUTRITION.COM
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES 
& SIAM SCAFFOLDS- SIMPLE 
COMMANDITE COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SCAFFOLDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17552722  or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.
COM.BH
MABROOK GATE CAFE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SHAWARMA 
WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33446605  or  
NIZAMABDUL7@GMAIL.COM
MALJAWA CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39877225  or  MHMA75@HOTMAIL.
COM
SEA BIRD MECHANICAL AND 
MARINE CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
EMPLOYEE(OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17273133  or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Mashhadi star restaurant has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17440441  
or  MOHD.ALJABOORI@GMAIL.COM
CLEAR VISION OPTICAL W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17257400  or  ACCOUNTS@
CLEARVISIONME.COM
Bayanco Contracting Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77370909  or  
BAYANCOGM@GMAIL.COM
MFH MOROCCO 1 W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ASSISTANT 
MANAGER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17561890  or  bennanianas@
hotmail.com
JOZ CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39602650  or  JOZGROUP@BATELCO.
COM.BH
JOZ CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39602650  or  JOZGROUP@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SHOVEL OPERATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17624116  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
TAMCON CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636624  or  
AALABBASI@TAMCON.BH
DAR ALRAYASH  PROPERTY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17261010  or  GGSBAHRAIN@GMAIL.
COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17345051  or  
MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
ALI HASAN MANSOOR ANAN has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
32122551  or  ALIANNAN444@GMAIL.
COM
AL MANAMA CENTRE FOR HIRING 
HEAVY MACHINERY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17550011  
or  azizbr@gmail.com
Bahrain Art Gallery WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17717165  or  bahrainframes@gmail.com
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17345051  or  
MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
GUARDUS SECURITY CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  HALA@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
KENTUCKY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17262998  or  ssaleh@americana-food.
com
State bank of india has a vacancy for the 

occupation of  VICE PRESIDENT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17505177  
or  HR.WBBBAH@STATEBANK.COM
THE BAHRAIN PETROLEUM COMPANY 
B.S.C - CLOSED has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ADVISOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17704040  
or  recruitment@bapco.net
WESTPOINT HOME BAHRAIN W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17838129  or  ADEL.JABBER@WPHOME.
COM
MERCURY CONTRACTING CENTRE 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17742858  or  mjmh69@
hotmail.com
TAMCON CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BLACKSMITH , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636624  or  
AALABBASI@TAMCON.BH
Strong Force-MGC W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17722333  
or  jessica@alghanah.com
AL RAQAA CAFETERIA & 
SANDWICHES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39695145  
or  JAFFER39695145@HOTMAIL.COM
SEA LIGHT MARINE CONTRACTING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  RIGGER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39460331  or  SEALIGHT@BATELCO.
COM.BH
THAYYIL SUPERMARKET CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33141563  or  ZAINANRM@
GMAIL.COM
SALON SCISSORS TOUCH has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BARBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33332673  or  ALKHALDI3692@GMAIL.
COM
AL RAQAA CAFETERIA & 
SANDWICHES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39695145  
or  JAFFER39695145@HOTMAIL.COM
AL DAR AL HAMRA CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33467999  or  RAQIACONST@
GMAIL.COM
HALCON CONSTRUCTIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77441122  or  
HASHIM@HOTMAIL.COM
UNIQUE AL HOORAIN CARGO 
HANDLING BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35643715  or  
SAADGUJJAR005@GMAIL.COM
NAYAB CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33266206  
or  nayabcontracting40@gmail.com
ALSAAD SALON has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36600460  or  
EBRAHEM5554@HOTMAIL.COM
City Park Landscaping has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39433932  or  ABU.NEDHAL.01@GMAIL.
COM
First Choice Cleaning Services Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36491411  or  
MURTAZAWALI100@GMAIL.COM
ROOTS WORLD CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33789200  or  SHAHID_IKRAM94@
YAHOO.COM
HALCON CONSTRUCTIONS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77441122  or  HASHIM@HOTMAIL.COM
Team work contracting has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33663500  
or  Bader30068@gmail.com
Taste sweeter for grills and shawarma 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39001044  or  SHEHABI13@
YAHOO.COM
CRASH MARKETS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66646667  
or  ALBUAINAINF94@GMAIL.COM
Farah smithery and welding has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33454044  or  yassermarhoin@gmail.com
Al Hobail  Cleaning & Maintenance has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33004690  or  ALHOBAILCLEANING@
GMAIL.COM
S H B A CONTRACTING CO BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34038382  
or  BH.ATALI1966@GMAIL.COM
FAYEJ CAR SERVICES CO WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36292745  or  fayej539@gmail.com
EILAF TOWN PHONE has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39138755  
or  ABDAZIZ5058@GMAIL.COM
ALMUKHTAR GARAGE has a vacancy 

for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39519370  or  FADHEL_ABDUL@
YAHOO.COM
ALI QAED TAILORING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39444016  or  hameedmanya@gmail.
com
YOUSIF AHMED SHARIF ALALAWI has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17280373  or  khaibercargo@yahoo.com
Lamasat Line Gents Salon has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BARBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36060001  or  SMOHAMMED529@
GMAIL.COM
UNITY SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 
FZ-LLC - BRANCH OF FOREIGN 
COMPANY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17252929
VICTORIA TOUCH CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77089192  or  
VICTORIATOUCHCONTRACTINGCO@
GMAIL.COM
MAKTOOM TRADING AND 
CONTRACTING CO LLC BRANCH OF A 
FOREIGN COMPANY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SITE SUPERVISING 
ENGINEER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33391222  or  atif@
MAKTOOMCO.COM
VICTORIA TOUCH CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77089192  or  
VICTORIATOUCHCONTRACTINGCO@
GMAIL.COM
DAR ALOFOGH FOR ADVERTISING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39664919  or  
JAFAR2021A@OUTLOOK.COM
Alamgeer Construction Company 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33131917  or  ishaq.
dispatchglobal@gmail.com
ANAYAT SWEET has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17223297  or  NADEEMANAYAT@
GMAIL.COM
AHMED MANSOOR ALAALI has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17265555  or  adeel.hameed@al-aali.
com
UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620673  or  
SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620673  or  
SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17620673  or  SKDGRPCO@
BATELCO.COM.BH
DURRAT AL MUHARRAQ CLEANING 
&MAINTENANCE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17535158  or  bucheeri5@gmail.com
BLUE SWIMMING CRAB FACTORY 
FOR PRESERVING FISH has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39777647  or  hr@jaradahfish.com
EURO MOTORS CO. s p c has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(CARS ENGINES) 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17750750  or  hrad@alzayani-
investments.com
HYDRO SPA AND SALON has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39452717  or  FAHAD.BUFAISAL@
GMAIL.COM
MARBLE ARCH CONSTRUCTION & 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36649889  or  shaadmankhaan@gmail.
com
BATSCO CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17822202  or  info@batsco.net
BATSCO CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17822202  or  info@batsco.net
Nass Corporation B.S.C. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17725522  or  yousif@aanass.net
AL JAZEERA SECURITY CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 32242444  or  
info@jssbahrain.com
AL JAZEERA SECURITY CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 32242444  or  
info@jssbahrain.com
Clean and green services has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 

, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39922434  or  cleangreenbh@gmail.com
Clean and green services has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39922434  or  cleangreenbh@gmail.com
Diamond Pharmacy Company W.l.l has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36055026  or  
salahabn209@gmail.com
R.P. CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17215122  or  ashokrma@gmail.com
KRONOS ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17564981  or  ashokrma@gmail.com
VALCOA CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17212216  or  KAMAL66@BATELCO.
COM.BH
HERITAGE HOUSE DECOR has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36466760  or  
ALAMM1973@HOTMAIL.COM
VALCOA CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17212216  or  KAMAL66@BATELCO.
COM.BH
ALJAMEEL CONSTRUCTION WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STEEL FABRICATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17213003  or  
eman@jcgroupglobal.com
AL-DERAZI BOAT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17732771  or  kazam3993@gmail.com
GENETECH SERVICES Co. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 13691113  or  YASEENSABT@
HOTMAIL.COM
TURK HEAVY TRANSPORT has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SERVICEMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39429987  or  
gro@turk.bh
CAPITAL TRADING & INDUSTRY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730000  or  MATTRESS@SPRINGER.
COM.BH
JALAH CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36070755  or  ISADARI9900@ICLOD.
COM
Kingdom Security Protection Services 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17822228  or  
RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
ESMAELY LENZOHM ELECTRICAL 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17830330  or  HANGAMH@HOTMAI.
COM
Al Manar Pharmacy W L L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33866650  or  
HATEM_SAAD98@YAHOO.COM
Bhanwariya Building Construction has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
37774616  or  ABBAS33901@GMAIL.
COM
AIRMECH COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SENIOR 
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17768200  or  
AIRMECH.BAHRAIN@AIRMECH.NET
TURK HEAVY TRANSPORT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TYRES 
REPAIRMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39429987  or  
gro@turk.bh
INTERGREEN TECHNOLOGIES WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PROJECT LEADER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77136996  or  
ARSHADNA@GMAIL.COM
Leaders international contracting 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER (PROJECT) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39699957  or  a.a.qarata.bh@gmail.com
SHAMS ALMANAR BLACKSMITH AND 
WELDING AND FAB has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39013198  or  shamsaanar.bwf@gmail.
com
Medspero Company W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE 
WORKER HELPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 32057924  or  
PRIYA@MEDSPEROPHARMA.COM
Hot Pack Trading Co. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  

SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36361073  or  ABDUL@
HOTPACK.AE
GLOBEMED BAHRAIN W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ASSISTANT 
MANAGER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17530702  or  RAJAB@
ARIG.COM.BH
ALI ABDULJALIL AHMED TURK 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39429987  or  gro@turk.bh
NATIONAL EXCAVATING EST. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17621168  or  NEEWLL@
BATELCO.COM.BH
Shadeed Contracting has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17708166  
or  tahaabdulla@mister-machine.com
AL-NAMAL CONTRACTING & 
TRADING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17251444  or  NAMALCO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
SKY LIMIT TRANSPORT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 66768054  or  info@
skylimittransport.com
FAWZEYA ALDOSERI TRADING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39045992  or  M.ALDOSARI82@GMAIL.
COM
RAMSIS ENGINEERING CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17830801  or  HR@RAMSIS.
COM.BH
Bu Ali Spice Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17684885  
or  HRBUALIGROUP@GMAIL.COM
M.A.E AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER (GROUND OPERATIONS) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17339558  or  a.alalawi@MENA-
AEROSPACE.COM
MANAMA BEAUTY SALON has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
BEAUTICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33482656  or  
AYAZMUSHTAQ2003@GMAIL.COM
EZZ ALARAB GENERAL TRADING 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33969897  
or  ALMAHAALARABIA1@GMAIL.COM
GULF AIR B.S.C. (C) has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CABIN CREW / 
FLIGHT STEWARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17337804  or  
recruitment@gulfair.com
DAR AKHBAR ALKHALEEJ PRESS 
& PUBLISHING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ACCOUNTING 
ASSISTANT , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17620111  or  SAM.GDN.
AK@GMAIL.COM
THE NATIONAL TRADING HOUSE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PRINTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39452129  or  thake@gmail.com
Bahrain Electromechanical Services 
Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39940152  
or  BEMCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
ARAB ACADEMY FOR RESEARCH & 
STUDIES(AHLIA UNIVERSITY) B.S.C- 
CLO has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LECTURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17313533  or  mmajed@
ahlia.edu.bh
A.D.S.K HOLDING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(DEVELOPMENT & PLANNING) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33799005  or  ADNAN.KHALIL@GMAIL.
COM
ALHISHMA FASHIONS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TAILOR (GENTS) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39290440  or  HUSSAINAMRALLA9@
GMAIL.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SCAFFOLDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17729935  or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.
COM
BAHRAIN SCAN RISK has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PAINTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17874885  
or  RAOOF464@BATELCO.COM.BH
I world connect has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SYSTEM ANALYST 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700777  or  MA123@
ALMOAYYEDINTL.COM.BH
BIN HINDI CAR CARE CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MECHANIC 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17408000  or  lmra1@BINHINDI.COM

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE

BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17874941  or  BISCONWLL@
YAHOO.COM
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17874941  or  BISCONWLL@
YAHOO.COM
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CARPENTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730437  or  OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
ALADLIYA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39602882  or  
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640  or  
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
TYLOS PUBLISHING & PRESS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17405333  or  tylosprinting@gmail.com
Castillo Trading & Construction has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17717474  or  CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED CLEANING & 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  
or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
ALMOAYYED CLEANING & 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  
or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
ALMOAYYED CLEANING & 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  
or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
Mexico cleaning and maintenance 
services has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17550720  or  mexicocleaning@
gmail.com
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700211  or  hrd@dreamgroup.bh
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700211  or  hrd@dreamgroup.bh
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
CHIPPER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17630580  or  ABRAJKHAMIS786@
GMAIL.COM
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17630580  or  ABRAJKHAMIS786@
GMAIL.COM
Jasco CONTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CASHIER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17290028  
or  ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
Professional Way Contracting W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17822161  or  INFO@
PWCBH.COM
Professional Way Contracting W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17822161  or  INFO@PWCBH.COM
OTSEN SERVICES COMPANY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227206  or  WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
GMAIL.COM
PLAY RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 16666661  or  ajit@
sevensholding.com
New Line Retail  Enterprises W.L.L has a 

vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17722211  or  INDECO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
THREE COLOURS BUILDING MATERIALS 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 38076373  or  MJ.GROUP.BH@
GMAIL.COM
SHIFA BUDAIYA MEDICAL CENTER 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39425758  or  ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
GMAIL.COM
Grill LAND Restaurant W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77907777  
or  TINA@JASGROUP.CO
Grill LAND Restaurant W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  KITCHEN AIDE , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77907777  or  TINA@JASGROUP.CO
ZAFEER CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39339937  or  ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
HASSAN JASIM  CONSTRUCTION  CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39973731  or  HASSAN39973731@
GMAIL.COM
Muralika Creations WLL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  GENERAL MANAGER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33190465  or  rohitmuraleedharan966@
gmail.com
AL Tendeal Men Tailoring has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  TAILOR (GENTS) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39023395  or  
KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
ZAYAN CONTRACTING AND REAL 
ESTATE COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER(SALES) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17470964  or  AQEELSHAHZAD79@
GMAIL.COM
TAMIMI MARKETS BAHRAIN COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35127876  or 
DANAT AWAL W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17300257  
or  HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
ALNAJAH PRINTING PRESS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39149240  or  AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
NANO CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227206  or  GEEPASBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
Zmart Buildco WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39676747  or  
LAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
IHOB MOBESORIES CO. WLL. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17663539  or  RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
AJWAAD MART W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33343610  
or  APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
NEW IKRAM TRADING CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66643747  or  LAYALIBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
Al baasit Contracting and Cleaning 
Services has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33319714  or  
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
Seven Energy W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CHEF , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17500791  or  hr@
seven-energy.com
Bakhsh Auto Garage has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39469263  or  FAME_
CONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
Bru artisan coffee has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COFFEE SERVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39455040  or  
ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
ALSABAH TRAVEL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TICKETING CLERK , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17229040  or  
ARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
ICE AIR AIRCONDTION ERS 
SPAREPARTS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALES EXCUTIVE , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39606123  or  
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
BAB ALMORAD FRUITS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39988690  
or  UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
DIET SPOON FOR HEALTHY FOOD 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33961480  or  
dietspoon@outlook.com
AL BASEERA GENERAL TRADING 
AND CONSTRUCTIONS COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 

of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 37383999  or  INFO@
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
AL RFAAH HOME FOR FIXING FURNITURE 
CO WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33668682  or  FALAH27@
OUTLOOK.COM
Geolog Surface Logging DMCC has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17568173
Lite world marketing and promotion 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33984439  or  
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
SAMRIYAH COFFEE SHOP - Bahraini 
Partnership has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36604099  or  RED_FLOWER848@
HOTMAIL.COM
SIDRA AYAN CARGO HANDLING 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34175363  or  JABAR.
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
ANOWAR HOSSAIN ISHAQUE INTERIOR 
DECORATION W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  OFFICE ASSISTANT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32154088  or  
BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
DAXX SALON has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33881163  or  
JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
Brilliant translation has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TRANSLATORS , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39464921  or  
HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
ASAD REPAIR OF ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT Company W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33201845  or  
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
DOSOR CARPENTRY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33110969  or  
ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COM
BU SALEM CATERING KITCHENS 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36888400  or  
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
SHAHARYAR BAIG FACILITIES SUPPORT 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33928247  or  
BAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
LIKE MAKER INTERIOR DECORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34002030  or  
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
CATIIS BAHRAIN W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SPECIALIST (ANALYSIS 
& MEASUREMENT) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77081871  or  
contact@catiisonline.com
FAST FLOW INTERNATIONAL W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37771467  or  
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
ALNEAMAH CARGO CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17735363  or  NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
Bogota Building Maintenance has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33697127  or  UMM-HATIM@
OUTLOOK.COM
ALEJA FOR CLEARANCE OF 
GOVERMMENT TRANSACTIONS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34600299  or  NADHEM.ISMEEL@
YAHOO.COM
NEW MILLENNIUM SCHOOL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TEACHER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17272700  or  
NMSEDU@NMS.EDU.BH
MOHAMMED ALI ABDULLA ALASHIRI ) 
AMEER ALBEEHAR ( has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  FISHERMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32202880  or  
alsaeed4@aol.com
MOHAMED HAMAD AHMED JASIM 
ALJAWDER has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WATCHMAN / GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39459096  or  
M.ALJOWDER@HOTMAIL.COM
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. close 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com

Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
MARBLE RESTORATION CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727676  or  aqeel@basma.com.bh
SECURI CORE W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17822228  
or  HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
SECURI CORE W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17822228  
or  RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
Diamond square contracting has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36990555  or  
BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
URBASER BAHRAIN CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17534342  or  sajilnath@urbaser.com
BIN HAFIZ LINE OFFICE CLEARANCE 
OF GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39445381  or  MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
HARLEEN SPECIALIZED CONTRACTING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33615001  or  BITTUSANDHU530@
GMAIL.COM
MI CASA W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17713603  or  
SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
AWAL PRINTING PRESS W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SERVICES 
HELPER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17292553  or  AWALPRES@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALMANARATAIN BLOCK & CONCRETE 
FACTORY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  PAINTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17590097  or  ALSHAAB@
BATELCO.COM.BH
FARFASHA TRADING CENTRE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39414663  or  FARFASHA_10@
HOTMAIL.COM
BRC WELDMESH (GULF) W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BLACKSMITH 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17180366  or  abdulla-2111@
hotmail.com
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17730036  or  
TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730036  
or  TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17730036  or  TCCBN@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Ramees Local ironing has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LAUNDERER/
PRESSER(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 

applicants can contact 17775189  or  
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  RIGGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
BOKHOWA CONTRACTING & TRADING 
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17255980  or  
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
BOKHOWA CONTRACTING & TRADING 
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17255980  
or  ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
TOWER MARKETING & CONTRACTING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PLUMBER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17742427  or  alburj@batelco.
com.bh
ALKARAR TRADING EST.-PARTNERSHIP 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STOREKEEPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17232282  or  
HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
ANWAR BIN HIJJI CONSTRUCTION W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17340947  or  M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM
ANWAR BIN HIJJI CONSTRUCTION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17340947  or  M.BINHIJJI@
GMAIL.COM
ALKOMED ENGINEERING SERVICES 
CO. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17698500  or  ALKOMED@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALSHAHEEN CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17683576  
or  basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
Hassani Construction has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MASON , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39633212  
or  T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
NATIONAL EXCAVATING EST. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SHOVEL 
OPERATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17621168  or  NEEWLL@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ADISON AUTO ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33009736  or  bu-khalid-@
hotmail.com
Najeda restaurant has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17643510  
or  AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
AGRO FLORA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  GARDENER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39453393  
or  santoshpc66@gmail.com
AHMED ISA CONTRACTING 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SURVEYOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17552234  
or  AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED ALI HASAN TRANSPORT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39468891  or  ALI_MOHAMED@
BAPCO.NET
SEVENTIES KARAK has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17578287  
or  KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
SEVENTIES KARAK has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17578287  
or  AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TEAM LEADER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17722333  or  info@alghanah.com
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17722333  
or  info@alghanah.com
MUSE CLOTHES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17533272  
or  MRSTOORANI@BABYFAIREST.COM
BEAUTIFUL KIDS GARMENTS AND 
TAILORING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17344840  
or  SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
ALMADHIF RESTAURANT has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17877002  or  
middleeastaluminium@gmail.com
AHMED  MOHAMMED  JASSIM  
CONSTRUCTION CO. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRAFTSMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17784584  or  INFO@AMJASSIM.COM

AHMED  MOHAMMED  JASSIM  
CONSTRUCTION CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PAINTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17784584  
or  INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
AL MANAR BAKERIES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66333346  or  
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
AL HANADI TELEPHONE CABINS 
SERVICES has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39458176  or  ALITAQADUM@
YAHOO.COM
ALJUNAID FISHES TOOLS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39606062  or  
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co. 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39940152  or  BEMCO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co. 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39940152  or  BEMCO@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALAHWAL TRADING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17241049  or  
JAMES@GCCBAH.COM
ZINGER LAND CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17650350
FLORA CONTRACTING MAINTENCE 
SERVICES has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17623882  or  accounts@
florabh.com
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.
net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
SILVER CITY CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39188855  
or  SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
GMAIL.COM
POWER TECH DEVELOPMENT W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MECHANICAL FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39279042  or  
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
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A. A. Al Saad Construction Projects 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17244237  or  
WILSONCMATHEW@YAHOO.COM
FOOD VEST MANPOWER COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17722171  or  
FUDDS@BATELCO.COM.BH
NEW SEASHELL CAFE COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 66677333  or  FOODWORD.
WLL@GMAIL.COM
Farsana Construction S P C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39829689  or  FARSANABAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
TAK MAK W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17001640  
or  info@SSS.BH
New Bahrain Food Stuff Co. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39625000  or  BUTALAL1953@YAHOO.
COM
NADER GAS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17401862  or  talal.
abdulaal@gmail.com
MOHAMMED JASSIM ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTING COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39467976  or  SATHEESHCST@GMAIL.
COM
MOHAMMED AHMADI CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17268111  or  HRD1@MACBH.COM
ALMALIKI AUTO SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33519195  or  A_ALMALKI@LIVE.COM
KFS MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL 
REPAIR W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33957731  
or  MSALEEM3395@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED AHMADI CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17268111  or  HRD1@MACBH.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
Texas Chicken has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 13300023  or  
human.resources@binrajab.co
KRASNADAR PETS SUPPLY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36787411  or  NED2110@GMAIL.COM
KAFLAN CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39871069  
or  ADEL.JABBER@WPHOME.COM
NASEEF W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17000201  
or  FALDOSERY@GMAIL.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
G4S Secure Solutions Bahrain W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17714409  or  
SUMAIRA.YASMIN@BH.G4S.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
SEA BIRD MECHANICAL AND 
MARINE CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
EMPLOYEE(OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17273133  or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.
COM.BH
AL WAHADAT BULDING 
CONTRACTING> has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36656647  
or  alwahadat.bh@gmail.com
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
AL JOWADR CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39872786  
or  A_HONDA_2006@HOTMAIL.COM
G4S Secure Solutions Bahrain W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17714409  or  
SUMAIRA.YASMIN@BH.G4S.COM
SHAKTI GENERAL BUILDING 

CLEANINGS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39096776  or  
ABDULLAH.AWAN.91@GMAIL.COM
ASB SECURITY SOLUTIONS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17678887  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
VICTORY ALUMINIUM has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39696047  
or  VICTORYALUMINUM@GMAIL.COM
Texas Chicken has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 13300023  or  
human.resources@binrajab.co
SEVEN SEAS ANTIQUES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17277521  
or  ALSARRJ@BATELCO.COM
VICTORY ALUMINIUM has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39696047  
or  VICTORYALUMINUM@GMAIL.COM
SHAKTI GENERAL BUILDING 
CLEANINGS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39096776  or  
ABDULLAH.AWAN.91@GMAIL.COM
METRO TOWER CONTRACTING 
company partnership owned by hasan 
abdu has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 77140192  or  BOB_200420@
HOTMAIL.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
ALSINDI SALON has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33222533  or  
HAMEEDALSANADI92@GMAIL.COM
MALTA MECHANICAL CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36466069  or  SUBU@
ALTAWFEEK.NET
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
A - KARIM ALJAHROMI CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17831000  
or  AKJCONT@BATELCO.COM.BH
SEPCOIII BAHRAIN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66331128  
or  DUXIAOMING@SEPCO3.COM
MOHAMMED SALEH MOHAMMED 
DOOR REPAIR WORKSHOP W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39659777  or  ELYAS6706@HOTMAIL.
COM
Texas Chicken has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 13300023  or  
human.resources@binrajab.co
GUARDUS SECURITY CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  HALA@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
ALMOAYYED CLEANING & 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  
or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
BATSCO CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17822202  or  info@batsco.net
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13300444  or  HROFFICER@
AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13300444  or  HROFFICER@
AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13300444  or  HROFFICER@
AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13300444  or  HROFFICER@
AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13300444  or  HROFFICER@
AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
ALMANAFA FOR TRANSPORTATION 
AND HEAVY EQUIPMENTS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33966689  or  MANAFA18@
HOTMAIL.COM
Bahrain Brite services W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
HOUSEKEEPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38069699  or  
MOHAMMEDALAALI@HOTMAIL.COM
ALSHAIMA STAR CLEANING 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17422260  
or  ALSHAIMA.STAR@GMAIL.COM

Oregon Systems W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALES OFFICER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17744905  or  FARAH@OREGON-
SYSTEMS.COM
ALWARDI CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER(FORKLIFT) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730626  or  TURKI_ALWARDI@
HOTMAIL.COM
ALSANBOOK MARINE SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39922977  or  S.HASSAN15@HOTMAIL.
COM
SUNNY VALE MARKET CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17741040  or  BAHCRPT@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Home Burger has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17441880  or  
SUKOON2015@GMAIL.COM
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  GENERAL FOREMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17722333  or  info@alghanah.com
ALRAHILA CONSTRUCTION EST has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CARPENTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33865286  or  TAHIR.NAAMDAR@GMAIL.COM
Climate control mechanical and 
electrical maintenance has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33000206  
or  ABOSOOK32@HOTMAIL.COM
COSETTE GOODS RE-EXPORT & 
OTHER TO LOGISTICS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36667688  
or  TAHAPACKAGING@GMAIL.COM
KEY GULF CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34158002  or  AMFJER.12@
HOTMAIL.COM
SILVER DAIMOND CARS GARAGE 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33110287  or  ASMATRADING@
YAHOO.COM
KEY GULF CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34158002  or  AMFJER.12@HOTMAIL.
COM
TECHNO PAK  CONTRACTING CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39245981  or  
ZAHEERABBAS1283@GMAIL.COM
ASB SECURITY SOLUTIONS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17678887  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
ALMERAH GENERAL TRADING AND 
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17822228  
or  ALFWAZ101@HOTMAIL.COM
SULTAN TEPU W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33902408  
or  SULTANTEPU.BH@GMAIL.COM
SULTAN TEPU W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33902408  or  
SULTANTEPU.BH@GMAIL.COM
CONIFER COLD STORE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  RETAIL TRADE 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39625104  or  MAMA@BATELCO.
COM.BH
KINGDOM ASPHALT COMPANY W L L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17466776  or  TAHERA@KINGODM.BH
MOHAMMED HASAN ALMAHROOS CO 
(B.S.C) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SALES EXCUTIVE , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17408090  or  HR@
ALMAHROOS.COM
KOOHEJI CONTRACTORS W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
ASST , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17786500  or  careers@kcbahrain.
com
AMOR SUI BEAUTY LOUNGE W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66615177  or  AMORSUIBH@GMAIL.COM
ABUZAHER CONTRACTING CO WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17728477  or  MAHER-HAS@HOTMAIL.
COM
TECHNO PAK  CONTRACTING CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39245981  or  
ZAHEERABBAS1283@GMAIL.COM
GULSHAN NISA UMMAT RASOOL 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33007451  or  PARAGONCITY88@
GMAIL.COM
BEST TIME TRADING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33000206  
or  Abosook32@hotmail.com
GEORGEINA ELECTRCAL 
CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17228636  or  
R.ALNASS@RMEDIACO.COM
TINY STEPS MANAGEMENT BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MESSENGER , 

suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17870023  or  CKMANAGEMENT.BH@
GMAIL.COM
TECHNO INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT 
CENTER W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MECHANICAL 
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17272975  or  
TISC@BATELCO.COM.BH
ADEL ABBAS EBRAHIM KHALAF has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17261094  or  ADELKHALAF111@GMAIL.
COM
BH FOR INSULATION SYSTEMS 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17640744  
or  BHINSULATION21@GMAIL.COM
GULF AIR B.S.C. (C) has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CABIN CREW / FLIGHT 
STEWARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17337804  or  recruitment@
gulfair.com
Ramada Hotel and Suites Amwaj W. 
L. L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ENGINEERING AIDE , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 13600111  or  
mohammed@panoramabh.com
Abualhool Sandwiches W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SANDWICHES MAKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17330585  or  
RANOOSH.TEN@GMAIL.COM
KENTUCKY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SERVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17262998  or  
ssaleh@americana-food.com
Abualhool Sandwiches W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SANDWICHES MAKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17330585  or  
RANOOSH.TEN@GMAIL.COM
ALNASAK COLDSTORE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALES WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17700204  or  ABUOBAIDGROUP@
GMAIL.COM
LUMINO INTERIORS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SURVEYOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17406691  or  CRE8CRIMSON@GMAIL.
COM
Intex Arab Trading & Contracting 
Bahraini Partnership Company has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
SPECIALIST , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33262671  or  WPARKAR.79@
GMAIL.COM
PETROCHEM INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT 
SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  QUALITY INSPECTOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17312220  or  AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Nidukki Trading Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17456218  or  OPERATIONS@NIDUKKI.
BH
ASB SECURITY SOLUTIONS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17678887  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
UNISKILLS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17224578  or  INFO@JANIKINGBAHRAIN.
COM
SHUTDOWN MAINTENANCE SERVICES 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17742961  or  SMSWLL@
BATELCO.COM.BH
MERCURY CONTRACTING CENTRE 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17742858  or  mjmh69@
hotmail.com
SOUTH GATE CONSTRUCTION 
AND CLEANING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77061717  
or  YKHALFAN@GMAIL.COM
ABNALNAFIS GENTS TALLORING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39819189  or  HUDAALSHENOO@
GMAIL.COM
TYLOS EXCAVATION COMPANY CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17125151  or  AKJCONT@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALEZZ CONTRACTING MECHANICAL 
SERVICES CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17258381  
or  ALEZZCO1@GMAIL.COM
KIDS KINGDOM ENTERTAINMENT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  OPERATOR(AMUSEMENT PARK 
EQUIPMENTS) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17343976  or  
KMKBRN@GMAIL.COM
NASS MECHANICAL CONTRACTING 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17725522  or  
yousif@aanass.net
SITRA MEAT FACTORY. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17732252  or  gm@sitrafactory.com
BATSCO CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17822202  or  info@batsco.net
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. 

has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 13300444  or  HROFFICER@
AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
EXCELLENCE ENGINEERING 
ENTERPRIZES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17532010  
or  METEE@BATELCO.COM.BH
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
Security Solutions Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 66393120  or  GOVERNMENT@
MRE.CO
ASB SECURITY SOLUTIONS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17678887  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
LATIX  CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION).GENERAL 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39666825  or  LATIX2030@GMAIL.COM
Al hallaq gate for Construction of 
buildings company bahraini pa has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17555536  or  INFO@ALHALLAQ.COM
Al hallaq gate for Construction of 
buildings company bahraini pa has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17555536  or  INFO@ALHALLAQ.COM
ALNOOR PRINTING & PACKAGING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLERK , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39456969  or  buzaal1970@
GMAIL.COM
SPRING BREEZE AWNINGS & BLINDS 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17300186  or  
BSCARGO@BATELCO.COM.BH
AL ASRIA CONSTRUCTION Co. 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34461253  or  
ALASRIACONSTRUCTION@GMAIL.
COM
JOJO BEAUTY SALON W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34461253  or  
ALASRIACONSTRUCTION@GMAIL.
COM
Swiss Belresidences Juffair W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  ROOM 
ATTENDANT , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17292760  or  MOHD@
HHLARI.COM
Swiss Belresidences Juffair W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17292760  or  
MOHD@HHLARI.COM
ALRABITAH GENTS TAILORING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227092  or  yousef994@gmail.com
GEEJA BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
& MAINTAENANCE CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35353480  
or  jafar.ep@GMAIL.COM
SIYONA SUPERMARKET W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77808080  or  GRANDMART.T@GMAIL.
COM
Techlab Services Co. WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39100202  
or  techlabintl@gmail.com
APRIL PETS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ANIMALS KEEPER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
13105868  or  aprilpets.acct@outlook.com
LIYARO CONTRACTING BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY Owned 
by MUHAMME has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  OFFICE ASSISTANT , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39944530  or  LIYAKATHKHAN.MKM@
GMAIL.COM
PLAY RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 16666661  or  pro@
sevensholding.com
H L B BOUTIQUE has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34168877  
or  SAMEER101SAM@GMAIL.COM
91GOLD GENERAL TRADING company 
W.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36662466  or  CAR4SHOW@
GMAIL.COM
SARHAN TO RENT MARINE 
ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39474001  or  MRYMALSARHAN@
GMAIL.COM
Khunnay  Kanom Thai W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33002483  or  

PROMSOMTHICHANAKAN@GMAIL.
COM
ALMOAYYED COMPUTERS MIDDLE 
EAST W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CONSULTANT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17705313  
or  ALIHASSAN@ALMOAYYEDINTL.
COM.BH
ALYAA TOUCHES BOUTIQUE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33499014  or  alyaa.albuhmood@gmail.com
TARGET ONE PAINTING CO. Bahraini 
PARTNERSHIP CO.OWNED BY 
ABDULKA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34151596  
or  RADWANALAWAD83@GMAIL.COM
ROAST W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COFFEE SERVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39406006  
or  BH.ROAST@GMAIL.COM
Center Light Electrical Equipment 
Est has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33312431  or  JAMELAA800@
GMAIL.COM
Tonu  Construction Bahraini partnership 
company has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34062995  or  IBRAHIM.
SOLIM95@GMAIL.COM
Seven Energy W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SANDBLASTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17500777  
or  hr@seven-energy.com
Elegant Leo contracting has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39591551  or  E.LEO.BH@GMAIL.COM
AL HAMANI CLEANING CONTRACTING 
AND TRADING W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33633646  
or  AG5938768@GMAIL.COM
NAILS BY MEEM NAIL SALON & 
SPA has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33783030  or  
HAIOOOFA999@GMAIL.COM
Hala Al Safeer Restaurant W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
32229052  or  LMORDUHAJEE@GMAIL.
COM
DESI PAN RESTAURANT W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39144776  or  
DESIPANWLL7@GMAIL.COM
AL FOUZAN TRADING AND GENERAL 
CONSTRUCTION CO. -BRANCH OF 
FOREIG has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAD / CHIEF OF DEPARTMENT / 
DEIVISION , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 32322748  or  Bahrain.
project@alfouzan.com
DREAMMAN  INTERNATIONAL 
COMPANY  W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WELDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66747761  or  
dmico.wll@gmail.com
GOBY TEA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33202057  
or  GOBY.TEA.BH@GMAIL.COM
TAMCO SERVICES COMPANY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36363414  or  TAHIRAWAN1777@GMAIL.
COM
HITS ELECTRONICS W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(PROJECT) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33361218  or  MUTHU@
HEROAPPS.COM
Future Vision Trading service has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34444129  or  BINRAJAB2007@GMAIL.
COM
GMI MANPOWER W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17490090  
or  MISHAL@ALFANARINVESTMENT.
COM
GEORGIA FASHIONS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36954443  
or  J.KHAMDAN@HOTMAIL.COM
KANI CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34178475  
or  SHAIKHMOHAMMED1976@GMAIL.COM
Security Solutions Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 66393120  or  GOVERNMENT@
MRE.CO
BIG BOSS ELECTRONICS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36627494  or  JASIMMIAH830263@
GMAIL.COM
BIG BOSS ELECTRONICS W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36627494  or  
JASIMMIAH830263@GMAIL.COM
AL SINDAWI WORKSHOP FOR 
MAINTENANCE AND AIR COOLING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
AIRCONDITIONERS MECHANIC , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77008833  or  AHMED.ABBAS2010@
HOTMAIL.CO.UK
FIFTIETH CENTURY BOOKS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38999047  or  NA060R@GMAIL.COM

VACANCIES AVAILABLE 
CONTINUED

BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17874941  or  BISCONWLL@
YAHOO.COM
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17874941  or  BISCONWLL@
YAHOO.COM
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CARPENTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730437  or  OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
ALADLIYA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39602882  or  
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640  or  
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
TYLOS PUBLISHING & PRESS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17405333  or  tylosprinting@gmail.com
Castillo Trading & Construction has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17717474  or  CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED CLEANING & 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  
or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
ALMOAYYED CLEANING & 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  
or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
ALMOAYYED CLEANING & 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  
or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
Mexico cleaning and maintenance 
services has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17550720  or  mexicocleaning@
gmail.com
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700211  or  hrd@dreamgroup.bh
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700211  or  hrd@dreamgroup.bh
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
CHIPPER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17630580  or  ABRAJKHAMIS786@
GMAIL.COM
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17630580  or  ABRAJKHAMIS786@
GMAIL.COM
Jasco CONTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CASHIER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17290028  
or  ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
Professional Way Contracting W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17822161  or  INFO@
PWCBH.COM
Professional Way Contracting W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17822161  or  INFO@PWCBH.COM
OTSEN SERVICES COMPANY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227206  or  WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
GMAIL.COM
PLAY RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 16666661  or  ajit@
sevensholding.com
New Line Retail  Enterprises W.L.L has a 

vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17722211  or  INDECO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
THREE COLOURS BUILDING MATERIALS 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 38076373  or  MJ.GROUP.BH@
GMAIL.COM
SHIFA BUDAIYA MEDICAL CENTER 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39425758  or  ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
GMAIL.COM
Grill LAND Restaurant W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77907777  
or  TINA@JASGROUP.CO
Grill LAND Restaurant W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  KITCHEN AIDE , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77907777  or  TINA@JASGROUP.CO
ZAFEER CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39339937  or  ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
HASSAN JASIM  CONSTRUCTION  CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39973731  or  HASSAN39973731@
GMAIL.COM
Muralika Creations WLL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  GENERAL MANAGER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33190465  or  rohitmuraleedharan966@
gmail.com
AL Tendeal Men Tailoring has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  TAILOR (GENTS) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39023395  or  
KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
ZAYAN CONTRACTING AND REAL 
ESTATE COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER(SALES) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17470964  or  AQEELSHAHZAD79@
GMAIL.COM
TAMIMI MARKETS BAHRAIN COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35127876  or 
DANAT AWAL W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17300257  
or  HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
ALNAJAH PRINTING PRESS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39149240  or  AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
NANO CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227206  or  GEEPASBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
Zmart Buildco WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39676747  or  
LAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
IHOB MOBESORIES CO. WLL. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17663539  or  RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
AJWAAD MART W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33343610  
or  APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
NEW IKRAM TRADING CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66643747  or  LAYALIBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
Al baasit Contracting and Cleaning 
Services has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33319714  or  
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
Seven Energy W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CHEF , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17500791  or  hr@
seven-energy.com
Bakhsh Auto Garage has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39469263  or  FAME_
CONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
Bru artisan coffee has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COFFEE SERVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39455040  or  
ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
ALSABAH TRAVEL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TICKETING CLERK , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17229040  or  
ARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
ICE AIR AIRCONDTION ERS 
SPAREPARTS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALES EXCUTIVE , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39606123  or  
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
BAB ALMORAD FRUITS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39988690  
or  UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
DIET SPOON FOR HEALTHY FOOD 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33961480  or  
dietspoon@outlook.com
AL BASEERA GENERAL TRADING 
AND CONSTRUCTIONS COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 

of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 37383999  or  INFO@
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
AL RFAAH HOME FOR FIXING FURNITURE 
CO WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33668682  or  FALAH27@
OUTLOOK.COM
Geolog Surface Logging DMCC has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17568173
Lite world marketing and promotion 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33984439  or  
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
SAMRIYAH COFFEE SHOP - Bahraini 
Partnership has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36604099  or  RED_FLOWER848@
HOTMAIL.COM
SIDRA AYAN CARGO HANDLING 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34175363  or  JABAR.
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
ANOWAR HOSSAIN ISHAQUE INTERIOR 
DECORATION W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  OFFICE ASSISTANT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32154088  or  
BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
DAXX SALON has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33881163  or  
JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
Brilliant translation has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TRANSLATORS , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39464921  or  
HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
ASAD REPAIR OF ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT Company W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33201845  or  
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
DOSOR CARPENTRY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33110969  or  
ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COM
BU SALEM CATERING KITCHENS 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36888400  or  
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
SHAHARYAR BAIG FACILITIES SUPPORT 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33928247  or  
BAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
LIKE MAKER INTERIOR DECORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34002030  or  
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
CATIIS BAHRAIN W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SPECIALIST (ANALYSIS 
& MEASUREMENT) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77081871  or  
contact@catiisonline.com
FAST FLOW INTERNATIONAL W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37771467  or  
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
ALNEAMAH CARGO CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17735363  or  NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
Bogota Building Maintenance has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33697127  or  UMM-HATIM@
OUTLOOK.COM
ALEJA FOR CLEARANCE OF 
GOVERMMENT TRANSACTIONS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34600299  or  NADHEM.ISMEEL@
YAHOO.COM
NEW MILLENNIUM SCHOOL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TEACHER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17272700  or  
NMSEDU@NMS.EDU.BH
MOHAMMED ALI ABDULLA ALASHIRI ) 
AMEER ALBEEHAR ( has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  FISHERMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32202880  or  
alsaeed4@aol.com
MOHAMED HAMAD AHMED JASIM 
ALJAWDER has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WATCHMAN / GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39459096  or  
M.ALJOWDER@HOTMAIL.COM
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. close 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com

Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
MARBLE RESTORATION CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727676  or  aqeel@basma.com.bh
SECURI CORE W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17822228  
or  HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
SECURI CORE W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17822228  
or  RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
Diamond square contracting has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36990555  or  
BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
URBASER BAHRAIN CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17534342  or  sajilnath@urbaser.com
BIN HAFIZ LINE OFFICE CLEARANCE 
OF GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39445381  or  MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
HARLEEN SPECIALIZED CONTRACTING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33615001  or  BITTUSANDHU530@
GMAIL.COM
MI CASA W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17713603  or  
SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
AWAL PRINTING PRESS W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SERVICES 
HELPER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17292553  or  AWALPRES@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALMANARATAIN BLOCK & CONCRETE 
FACTORY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  PAINTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17590097  or  ALSHAAB@
BATELCO.COM.BH
FARFASHA TRADING CENTRE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39414663  or  FARFASHA_10@
HOTMAIL.COM
BRC WELDMESH (GULF) W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BLACKSMITH 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17180366  or  abdulla-2111@
hotmail.com
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17730036  or  
TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730036  
or  TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17730036  or  TCCBN@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Ramees Local ironing has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LAUNDERER/
PRESSER(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 

applicants can contact 17775189  or  
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  RIGGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729935  
or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
BOKHOWA CONTRACTING & TRADING 
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17255980  or  
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
BOKHOWA CONTRACTING & TRADING 
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17255980  
or  ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
TOWER MARKETING & CONTRACTING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PLUMBER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17742427  or  alburj@batelco.
com.bh
ALKARAR TRADING EST.-PARTNERSHIP 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STOREKEEPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17232282  or  
HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
ANWAR BIN HIJJI CONSTRUCTION W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17340947  or  M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM
ANWAR BIN HIJJI CONSTRUCTION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17340947  or  M.BINHIJJI@
GMAIL.COM
ALKOMED ENGINEERING SERVICES 
CO. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17698500  or  ALKOMED@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALSHAHEEN CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17683576  
or  basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
Hassani Construction has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MASON , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39633212  
or  T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
NATIONAL EXCAVATING EST. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SHOVEL 
OPERATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17621168  or  NEEWLL@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ADISON AUTO ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33009736  or  bu-khalid-@
hotmail.com
Najeda restaurant has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17643510  
or  AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
AGRO FLORA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  GARDENER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39453393  
or  santoshpc66@gmail.com
AHMED ISA CONTRACTING 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SURVEYOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17552234  
or  AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED ALI HASAN TRANSPORT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39468891  or  ALI_MOHAMED@
BAPCO.NET
SEVENTIES KARAK has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17578287  
or  KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
SEVENTIES KARAK has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17578287  
or  AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TEAM LEADER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17722333  or  info@alghanah.com
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17722333  
or  info@alghanah.com
MUSE CLOTHES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17533272  
or  MRSTOORANI@BABYFAIREST.COM
BEAUTIFUL KIDS GARMENTS AND 
TAILORING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17344840  
or  SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
ALMADHIF RESTAURANT has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17877002  or  
middleeastaluminium@gmail.com
AHMED  MOHAMMED  JASSIM  
CONSTRUCTION CO. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRAFTSMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17784584  or  INFO@AMJASSIM.COM

AHMED  MOHAMMED  JASSIM  
CONSTRUCTION CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PAINTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17784584  
or  INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
AL MANAR BAKERIES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66333346  or  
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
AL HANADI TELEPHONE CABINS 
SERVICES has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39458176  or  ALITAQADUM@
YAHOO.COM
ALJUNAID FISHES TOOLS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39606062  or  
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co. 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39940152  or  BEMCO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co. 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39940152  or  BEMCO@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALAHWAL TRADING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17241049  or  
JAMES@GCCBAH.COM
ZINGER LAND CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17650350
FLORA CONTRACTING MAINTENCE 
SERVICES has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17623882  or  accounts@
florabh.com
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.
net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727925  or  yousif@
aanass.net
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
SILVER CITY CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39188855  
or  SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
GMAIL.COM
POWER TECH DEVELOPMENT W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MECHANICAL FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39279042  or  
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
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Across
1- Gush forth; 5- Feline line; 9- Actress Hatcher; 13- Lohengrin’s bride; 14- Shaft shot from a bow; 
16- Some TVs; 17- Coal-rich region; 18- Hazardous; 19- “The Joy of Cooking” author Rombauer; 
20- Cozy; 21- The Lion; 22- Reside in; 24- Sale sign; 26- Hog-wild; 27- Macho guys; 29- Harness 
driver; 33- Apartment sign; 34- Masked critter; 35- Indian exercise method; 36- Comics bark; 37- 
Tine; 38- Sundial number; 39- ___ accompli; 41- Lens holders; 42- Where there’s ___...; 44- Surgical 
cutting of a tendon; 46- Carousal; 47- Impulse to act; 48- That’s ___ haven’t heard; 49- Evening 
party; 52- Blood-typing letters; 53- Flub; 57- Org.; 58- More current; 60- Big bash; 61- Ballet 
bend; 62- Brewer’s need; 63- Old Fords; 64- PlayStation maker; 65- Organs used for sight; 
66- Canadian gas brand;

 Down 
1- Cong. meeting; 2- Blueprint; 3- Biblical birthright seller; 4- Simulated military operation; 
5- Large saltwater game fish; 6- Great Lakes tribesmen; 7- About; 8- Moo goo gai pan pan; 
9- Prankish; 10- Beige cousin; 11- Freeway access; 12- ___, old chap!; 15- State in the NW United 
States; 23- Against a proposition; 25- Become firm; 26- Ages; 27- Dike, Eunomia and Irene; 
28- Pixyish; 29- Spacious; 30- Pluck; 31- Like a ballerina; 32- Arrest; 33- 27th president of the 
U.S; 34- Serious wrongdoing; 37- Children; 40- Competition; 42- Mimic; 43- Writhe; 45- It’s 
past due; 46- Grunts; 48- Corpulent; 49- Enervates; 50- Scandinavian capital city; 51- The 
doctor ___; 52- Absent; 54- Cereal grain; 55- Auto pioneer; 56- Burkina ___; 59- Extra-wide 
shoe size;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 

celebs

Nick Jonas, Priyanka Chopra 
welcome baby via surrogate
Fox | Los Angeles

Nick Jonas and Priyan-
ka Chopra have wel-
comed a baby via sur-

rogate.
The couple announced the 

news on social media on Fri-
day.

“We are overjoyed to con-
firm that we have welcomed a 
baby via surrogate. We respect-
fully ask for privacy during this 
special time as we focus on our 
family,” their statement read.

The Jonas Brothers singer, 
29, and the actress, 39, wed 
in 2018 in two ceremonies 
in India. One ceremony 
was Hindu and the other 
Christian.

Back in November, the 
couple faced rumors of 
marital issues, but Chop-
ra was quick to shut them 
down. First, she dropped 
a thirsty comment under-

neath her husband’s Ins-
tagram workout post before 

doubling down on dispelling 
notions she and the boybander 
are wading treacherous waters 
in the marriage.

The “Quantico” actress then 
took to social media again — 

this time to share a video clip of 
herself gracing the stage during 

Netf-
l i x ’ s 
“Jo n a s 
Brothers 
F a m i l y 
Roast.”

“I am hon-
ored and so 
thrilled actual-
ly, and tickled to 
be here tonight to 
roast my husband, 
Nick Jonas,  and 
his brothers, whose 
names I can never re-
member,” Chopra said 
in a video clip she shared 

of herself gracing the stage dur-
ing Netflix’s “Jonas Brothers 
Family Roast.”

“Brought my husband and his 
brothers a nice roast for din-

ner,” Chopra captioned 
the video post, jok-
ing that the Jonas 
Brothers “clearly” 
never made it big in 

her home coun-
try of India. 

“Perks of 
being a Jo-
nas,”  she 
added in 
t h e  c a p -
tion.

E a r l i e r 
this month, 
C h o p r a 

h i n t e d  t o 
Vanity Fair 

that she and 
J o n a s  w e r e 

ready to become 
parents.

“That’s a big 
part of our de-
s i r e  f o r  t h e 
f u t u r e ,”  s h e 
said. “By God’s 
grace, when it 
happens, it hap-
pens.”

Back in November, 
the couple faced 

rumors of 
marital is-

sues, but Cho-
pra was quick 

to shut 
them 
down

Cardi B to cover 
Bronx fire victims’ 
funeral costs
ANI | Washington 

Rapper and songwriter 
Cardi B will pay funeral 

and burial expenses for vic-
tims of the January 9 Bronx 
fire, the NYC Mayor’s Office 
announced.

According to Variety, 
Cardi, who was raised in 
the Bronx neighborhood 
Highbridge, has partnered 
with New York City Mayor 
Erik Adams and his Mayor’s 
Fund to Advance New York 
City to help alleviate the 
financial burden of the 
victims’ families fol-
lowing the tragedy.

Cardi B will cover 
all funeral costs, 
including repatri-
ation expenses for 
certain families 
whose loved ones 
were buried in the 
Gambia.

In a statement, 
she said, “I’m ex-
tremely proud to 
be from the Bronx 
and I have lots of 
family and friends 
who live and work 
there still. I cannot be-
gin to imagine the pain 
and anguish that the 
families of the victims 
are experiencing.”

Arnold Schwarzenegger 
involved in car accident
Fox | Los Angeles

Hollywood star Arnold 
Schwarzenegger was 

involved in a multi-car crash 
on Friday, leaving one person 
injured.

“There was a four-vehicle 
traffic accident on Sunset and 
Allenford at 4:35 p.m. One ve-
hicle on top of another,” Los 
Angeles Police Department 
Officer Drake Madison told 
Fox News Digital on Friday.” 
Madison said that “one female 
was transported to a local hos-
pital with an abrasion.”

The 74-year-old actor was 
driving a black Yukon SUV 
when he collided with 
a red Prius, according 
to TMZ. 

The black Yukon 
SUV started to roll and 
eventually landed on 
top of the Prius. It 
continued to roll 
into a Porsche 
Cayenne, the out-
let reported.

Schwarzeneg-
ger is okay, but 
the driver of the 
Prius sustained 
injuries  dur-
ing the crash. 
T h e  a c t o r ’ s 
“only concern” 
is  the  in jured 

woman, a representative for 
Schwarzenegger told Fox 
News Digital.

An eyewitness told TMZ that 
the collision was so crazy that 
it looked like it was a stunt 
made for a movie.

Schwarzenegger’s friend 
Jake Steinfeld was reportedly 

also in the car at the time of 
the collision, according to 
TMZ.

Representatives  for 
Steinfeld did not imme-

diately respond to 
Fox News Digital’s 
request for com-
ment.

Steinfeld has 
b e e n  a  l o n g -
time friend of 
Schwarzeneg-
ger. He served as 
the chairman of 
the Governor’s 
Council on Phys-
ical Fitness while 
the actor was gov-

ernor of California.

Drew Barrymore asked Courteney Cox 
for advice during pregnancy scare
ANI | Washington 

Drew Barrymore recently 
revealed that she confided 

in Courteney Cox during a preg-
nancy scare when she was 21.

According to People Mag-
azine, Barrymore opened up 
about the situation during an 
interview with Cox and their 
‘Scream’ costars David Arquette 
and Neve Campbell on ‘The 
Drew Barrymore Show’.

The talk show host said she 

and Cox “became so close” 
while filming the 1996 horror 
movie, which made it easier for 
her to seek advice.

“I remember at the poster 
shoot I was having a nerv-
ous breakdown because 
I was having a false 
sense of being preg-
nant,” Barrymore re-
called.

She added, “I kept 
asking you, ‘How do 
you know if you’re 

pregnant? We’re supposed to 
shoot this poster, but oh my 
God, I just started dating some-

body and how do you 
know?’”

Barrymore told 
her former costar 

that she “felt safe” 
confiding in her, 
calling Cox “the 

m a t u re,  s a f e 
person in the 

room” at the 
time.

“I was 
the older 
one and I 

was the right 
person to ask,” 
Cox quipped 
in response.

T h e  f i f t h 
instalment of 

the ‘Scream’ 

franchise hit theatres on Friday, 
nearly 25 years after the original 
film debuted.

Barrymore is now a mom to 
two daughters, Olive, 9, and 
Frankie, 7, whom she shares 
with ex-husband Will Kopel-
man. The star opened up to 
‘Queer Eye’ star Bobby Berk 
about the challenges of dating 
as a single mother during 
Thursday’s episode of her 
eponymous talk show.

“I’m not there yet,” she 
said about re-entering the 
dating scene.

“I have two young girls 
and, like, I don’t want to 
bring people home. ... I think 
it would take me a very long 
time to meet someone and get 
to know them before I could 
even ever introduce them to 
my daughters,” she added.

I remember at the poster 
shoot I was having a 

nervous breakdown because 
I was having a false sense of 

being pregnant
DREW BARRYMORE

Robert Pattinson in talks to star 
in ‘Parasite’ director’s next film
ANI | Washington 

Oscar-winning director 
Bong Joon Ho, who made 

awards history with his 2019 
film ‘Parasite’, has 

set his next film 
at Warner Bros.

As per Vari-
ety, Robert Pat-

tinson, who will 
soon be seen in 

‘The Batman’, 
is expected 
to star in 
Joon Ho’s 
next.

T h e 
h e l m -
er’s next 
i s  a  s c i -
ence-fic-
tion story, 
an adap-
tation of 
E d w a r d 

Ashton’s up-

coming novel ‘Mickey7’.
According to the book’s pub-

lisher St. Martin Press, the 
high-concept cerebral thriller 
is best described as “The Mar-
tian” meets “Dark Matter.” The 
tale is about an “expendable” 
-- a disposable employee on a 
human expedition sent to col-
onize the ice world Nifheim -- 
who refuses to let his replace-
ment clone, dubbed Mickey 8, 
take his place.

Plot details for the movie 
have not been confirmed, and 
it’s not clear how closely Joon 
Ho will stick to the source ma-
terial. Ashton’s book is sched-
uled to publish in February 
2022.

The new movie marks Joon 
Ho’s second deal with Warner-
Media in recent months fol-
lowing an HBO limited series 
based on ‘Parasite’, which is 
currently in the works with 
Adam McKay.

Arnold Schwarzenegger

Hollywood star 
Arnold Schwarzeneg-
ger was involved in 
a multi-car crash, 

injuring one person. 
Schwarzenegger was 

said to be unhurt

Cardi B

Robert PattinsonDrew Barrymore

Priyanka Chopra  and Nick Jonas



Stokes, Archer, Gayle missing from IPL auction
AFP | New Delhi

England’s Ben Stokes, Aus-
tralia’s Mitchell Starc and 

veteran West Indies big-hitter 
Chris Gayle are among the stars 
missing from the upcoming 
auction for the Indian Premier 
League, media reports said yes-
terday.

More than 1,200 cricketers 
from India and 18 countries 
across the world have regis-
tered to go under the hammer 
in Bangalore on February 12 and 
13 for the 15th edition of the 
world’s most lucrative cricket 
tournament.

Other notable absentees from 
the long list of players in the 
bidding pool for the IPL -- ex-
pected to begin in April depend-
ing on the Covid situation in 

India -- are the English trio of 
Jofra Archer, Chris Woakes and 
Sam Curran, the reports said.

Stokes and Woakes both par-
ticipated in England’s recent 

disastrous Ashes tour of Aus-
tralia. Captain Joe Root -- who 
has never played in the IPL -- is 
also sitting out the auction al-
though fast bowler Mark Wood 
is on the list along with Austral-
ian stars David Warner and Pat 
Cummins, the reports said.

Ten teams will bid and partic-
ipate in this year’s IPL after the 
addition of two new franchises, 
Ahmedabad and Lucknow.

India’s opening batter KL Ra-
hul will captain Lucknow after 
he was signed as the joint-high-
est-paid player, for 170 million 
rupees ($2.3 million), in the his-
tory of the tournament.

Rashford sends Man Utd 
into Premier League top four 
Manchester United snatch victory over West Ham after Marcus Rashford’s late winner

• Ralf Rangnick’s 
side claim huge win in 
race for Champions 
League berth

AFP | London

Marcus Rashford struck 
with virtually the last 
kick of the game to 

take Manchester United into 
the Premier League top four at 
West Ham’s expense with a 1-0 
win yesterday.

United were insipid as an 
attacking force for 93 minutes 
at Old Trafford, but found the 
breakthrough at the death as all 
three of Ralf Rangnick’s substi-
tutes combined when Anthony 
Martial and Edinson Cavani teed 
up Rashford for a tap in at the 
back post.

Victory lifts United a point 
above the Hammers and sees 
the Red Devils leapfrog Totten-
ham and Arsenal in the battle 
for Champions League football 

next season.
Rangnick has lost just one of 

his 10 games since taking tem-
porary charge till the end of the 
season, but once again the result 
was more impressive than the 
performance from the German’s 
side.

Bruno Fernandes looked back 
to his best with two goals and 

two assists in the past week and 
the Portuguese nearly created 
the opener with a fiercely struck 
cross that just evaded Cristiano 
Ronaldo in the most dangerous 
moment of the first half.

Alphonse Areola was drafted 
in to the West Ham goal in the 
absence of Lukasz Fabianski due 
to a positive test for coronavirus, 

but the Frenchman was forced 
into just one serious save when 
he turned Fred’s driven shot 
behind early in the second half.

Fernandes dragged another 
effort wide from the edge of the 
box as United toiled to the frus-
tration of the 75,000 crowd.

However, Rangnick’s changes 
made the difference.

Rashford has looked devoid 
of confidence in recent months, 
but his first goal since October 
in a 3-1 win at Brentford on 
Wednesday gave the England 
international a lift.

Rangnick claimed that Antho-
ny Martial had refused to be part 

of his squad for last weekend’s 
2-2 draw at Aston Villa as he 
looks for a move away from the 
club for more game time.

The Frenchman publicly de-
nied that accusation and was 
given his first minutes under 
the interim boss when he was 
introduced along with Cavani 
in the final 10 minutes.

David de Gea was nearly 
caught out by a long-range effort 
from Declan Rice as the game 
entered stoppage time.

But rather than snatch a win-
ner, West Ham were hit with 
a sucker punch on the coun-
ter-attack.

Martial played in Cavani on 
the left of the box and the Uru-
guayan’s cross just required a 
touch from Rashford at the back 
post.

The wild celebrations sur-
vived a VAR check against Cavani 
for offside and there was barely 
time for West Ham to kick-off 
in what could be a fatal blow to 
their outside hopes of reaching 
the Champions League for the 
first time.

It is obviously an 
important goal and 

such late on is an 
amazing feeling. 

We have to use that 
winning feeling

MARCUS RASHFORD

10
teams will bid and 

participate in this year’s 
IPL after the addition 
of two new franchises, 

Ahmedabad and Lucknow 
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Marcus Rashford shoots to score

Rajasthan Royals’ Ben Stokes and Jofra 
Archer during a match (file photo)

Xavi maintains 
tough Barcelona 
stance on Dembele

AFP | Barcelona

Barcelona coach Xavi 
Hernandez said yes-

terday the club would 
not soften their stance on 
Ousmane Dembele’s con-
tract situation, despite the 
Frenchman’s angry riposte 
on social media on Thurs-
day.

Dembele wrote he would 
not “give in to blackmail” 
after Xavi left him out of his 
squad to face Athletic Bil-
bao in the Copa del Rey on 
Thursday night, following 
a breakdown in talks over a 
new deal.

The winger’s contract ex-
pires in the summer, when 
he will be able to leave Bar-
celona for free.

The club’s director of 
football Mateu Alemany 
said on Thursday morning 
“it seems obvious to us that 
the player does not want to 
continue at Barcelona” and 
“therefore we hope that a 
transfer will take place be-
fore January 31”.

Eira barges through 
to girls’ U16 semis
TDT | Manama

Eira Corral booked her tick-
et to the semi-finals of the 

girls’ under-16 singles in the 
ninth EK Kanoo Juniors Open 
Tennis Championship 2022, 
being played at Bahrain Tennis 
Club (BTC) in Juffair.

Eira defeated Jood Kadoura 
6-0, 6-0 in their round of eight 
match to power through to the 
last four.

Eira is next set to face off 
with Leanne Sinocruze, who 
also advanced to the semis 
following her own 6-0, 6-0 
triumph against Chloe Elkara.

The other contest in the last 
four will be between Salma 
Faragallah and Zaidan Hajar. 
Salma beat Mona Khazindar 
6-2, 6-0 to earn her berth in 
the next round while Zaidan 
defeated Latifa Abdulla 6-1, 6-2 
to march through.

The girls’ under-16 semi-fi-
nals are scheduled to take 
place today at BTC.

Meanwhile, also yesterday, 
Salma qualified for the semi-fi-
nals of the girls’ under-12 sin-
gles following a 6-1, 6-3 win 
over Mariam Ahmed. Naila 
Abdulla joined her in the last 
four, beating Rhea Pradhan 
6-1, 6-0, as did Fatima Albaa-
jari, who was a 6-0, 6-1 winner 
against Heer Bavra.

The last semi-final place will 
be decided between Alanna 
Cifra and Lara Ahmed.

On the distaff,  Rayyan 
Ahmed and Alston D’Souza 
made it through to the boys’ 
under-16 doubles semi-finals 
following a 6-1, 6-1 win against 
James Thomas and Rion Jay. 
Rayyan and Alston next meet 
Clark Sayago and Hamza 
Mousa, who also advanced via 
walkover.

In the other final four clash, 
Rohan Mukherjee and Sha-
di Kallel will play Mohamed 
Al Huda and Anthony Ghosn. 
Rohan and Shadi defeated Mo-
hammed Al Jishi and Moham-
med Hossam 7-5, 6-4, where-
as Mohammed and Anthony 
beat Mohamed Al Shehabi and 
Yousuf Al Shehabi via walk-
over.

In the boys’ under-12 dou-
bles, Abdulrahman Al Dosa-
ri and Nasser Al Saeed beat 
Ebrahim Mohammed and Sha-
heer Khalid Rajput 6-1, 6-0 to 
march through to the semis. 
There they will face Mo-
hammed Nasser and Ahmed  
Murtadha.

Ali Alkhayyat and Abdulla 
Al Dosari also made it through 
with a 6-0, 6-1 win over Ishan 
Ravi and Aryan Upponi. They 
will then take on Mohammed 
Salman and Hamad Al Jishi for 
a berth in the title match.

Action continues today at 
the BTC hard courts.

Eira Corral in action yesterday in her 
girls’ under-16 singles quarter-final 
match

BRAVE CF releases list of nominees for 2021 Knockout Of The Year
TDT | Manama

The past 12 months have fea-
tured plenty of epic battles 

inside BRAVE Combat Federa-
tion’s cage, but the spectacular 
finishes have always taken the 
spotlight and have compelled 
fans to tune in every fight  
night.

With multiple incredible 
knockout victories to choose 
from the 11 live shows in 2021, 
compiling a definitive list of 
the very best proved a tough 
task. With that said, here are 
the nominees for Knockout of 
the Year.

The card was aptly-entitled 
Brave CF 47: Asian Domination 
in March saw a pair of insane 
stoppages that are definitely 
worthy of Knockout Of The Year 
consideration. 

In one of the evening’s ear-
ly bouts, India’s Mohammed 
Farhad scored a fantastic one-
punch knockout of Pakistan’s 
Uloomi Karim. 

Meanwhile, two super wel-
terweights clashed in a featured 
bout that ended--with Uzbeki-

stan’s Nursulton Ruziboev put-
ting France’s Ibrahim Mane to 
sleep with a thunderous slam in 
the opening round.

On the other hand, one knock-
out win stood out at the historic 
BRAVE CF 50 last April when 
Anton Turkalj of Sweden got the 
job done in 13 seconds against 
Konstantin Soldatov of Kazakh-
stan, becoming the record-hold-
er for fastest-ever KO in the pro-
motion’s history.

At BRAVE CF 51: The Future Is 
Here, Belarusian rising star Den-
is Maher’s star shined the bright-
est by trouncing Rinat Sagyntay 
of Kazakhstan via first-round  
knockout.

To round up the list of nom-
inees, Maldovan standout Vale-
riu Mircea had a short night 
at BRAVE CF 52; Bad Blood in 
August as he triumphed against 
Ayub Gaziev, finishing off his 
Austrian counterpart in only 43 
seconds.

Fans will get the chance to 
determine the winner of this 
category by casting their votes 
through BRAVE CF’s official In-
stagram account @bravemmaf. 

BRAVE CF Awards 2021 KO Of The Year Nominees
Mohammed Farhad def. Uloomi Kareem - BRAVE CF 47

Ruziboev def. Ibrahim Mane - BRAVE CF 47

Anton Turkalj def. Konstantin Soldatov - BRAVE CF 50

Denis Maher def. Rinat Sagyntay - BRAVE CF

Valeriu Mircea def. Ayub Gaziev - BRAVE CF 52

Ousmane Dembele
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Bahrain’s Abdo finishes second 
in Houston Marathon

• Bahraini elite athlete 
narrowly misses out 
on impressive victory 
after leading from race 
start before going off 
course momentarily

TDT | Manama

Bahraini elite athlete Abdi 
Ibrahim Abdo finished a 

close runner-up in the men’s 
race of the Houston Marathon, 
held in the US.

Abdo completed the 42-kilo-
metre race distance in two 
hours 11 minutes 11 seconds, 
just eight seconds behind win-
ner James Ngandu of Kenya.

It was a tough result for 
Abdo, who was leading from 
the start. But he went off the 
course momentarily after fol-
lowing the timing car by mis-
take, costing him the victory.

Elisha Kiprop Barno, also of 
Kenya, came third in 2:11:16, 
while Kenta Uchida of Japan 
came fourth in 2:11:19.

Kelkile Gezahegn of Ethio-
pia, Frank Lara of the US, Luke 
Caldwell of Great Britain and 
Josh Izewski, also from the 
U.S., completed the men’s top 
eight.

Abdo was competing in his 
first marathon of the season. 
The 24-year-old current-
ly boasts a personal best of 
2:08:32 in the distance—a time 
he set in 2018 in Rome.

Bahrain national team kick off training gathering

TDT | Manama

Bahrain’s senior men’s na-
tional football team kicked 

off their latest local training 
period yesterday under chilly 
conditions.

The session was held at the Al 
Ahli Club stadium in Zinj.

The nationals are getting 
set to play two international 
friendlies during this coming 
fortnight, first against Ugan-
da on Thursday before facing 
DR Congo on February 1. The 

tune-up games are part of their 
preparations for their upcom-
ing competitions, particularly 
the start of the third round of 
qualification for the AFC Asian 
Cup 2023, which will be held in  
June.

Head coach Helio Sousa has 
named a 23-player squad for 
training. The roster includes 
Hamad Shamsan, Hashem Sayed 
Isa, Hazza Ali, Jassim Al Shaikh, 
Komail Alaswad, Mohammed 
Jassim Marhoon, Sayed Redha 
Isa, Abdulwahab Al Malood, 
Amine Hasan, Hasan Karrani, 

Waleed Al Hayam, Sayed Mo-
hammed Jaafar, Sayed Shub-
bar Alawi, Mahdi Humaidan, 
Mohamed Adel, Mohammed 
Hardan, Ammar Abbas, Mahdi 
Abduljabbar, Ebrahim Khattal, 
Jassim Khulaif, Abdulrahman 
Salem, Ali Madan and Abdulla 
Hazaa.

Both of Bahrain’s upcoming 
friendly matches will be played 
at home. Their African oppo-
nents are both classified higher 
on the FIFA World Rankings, 
with Uganda currently 82nd 
and DR Congo 64th. Bahrain are 

currently 91st.
The nationals have yet to 

learn of their groupings for this 
stage of qualification. The draw 
is scheduled to be held on Feb-
ruary 24.

Bahrain are one of 24 na-
tional teams competing in this 
third round of qualifying for 
the AFC Asian Cup 2023. These 
teams are to be divided into 
six groups of four to play a 
single round-robin. The group 
winners and the best five run-
ners-up across all groups will 
qualify for the Asian Cup.

Bahrain’s Jassim Khulaif dribbles the ball during drills yesterday
Bahrain head coach Jelio Sousa, right, and assistant coach Jose Alexandre 
Carneiro during training

Bahrain’s Abdi Ibrahim Abdo celebrates after crossing second the finish line 
of the 24th edition of Rome Marathon, on April 8, 2018 in Rome (file photo)

Medvedev, Tsitsipas march into 
last 16 as Halep fires warning

Clinical Daniil Medvedev cruises into Australian Open fourth round after beating Botic van de Zandschulp

• Stefanos Tsitsipas 
beats Benoit Paire

• Ashleigh Barty 
braces for Amanda 
Anisimova test

AFP | Melbourne

World number two and 
title favourite Daniil 
Medvedev won over 

the Australian Open crowd yes-
terday as the Russian “villain” 
eased into the last 16 along with 
Stefanos Tsitsipas.

After the drama of Friday, 
when defending champion 
Naomi Osaka exited Melbourne 
in the third round, the leading 
women’s seeds were also mostly 
untroubled on day six.

Second seed Aryna Sabalen-
ka overcame some of her serv-
ing yips and Simona Halep was 
an emphatic winner, the for-
mer number one now playing 
self-described “dinosaur” Alize 
Cornet on Monday for a place in 
the quarter-finals.

Medvedev, the de facto men’s 
top seed after the deportation 
of defending champion No-
vak Djokovic on the eve of the 
Grand Slam, said some fans at 
Melbourne Park had a “low IQ” 
after they booed him in his sec-
ond-round victory over Australi-
an showman Nick Kyrgios.

The reigning US Open champi-
on needed four sets and a large 
dose of composure to see off 
Kyrgios and silence Rod Laver 
Arena, and was branded a “vil-
lain” by local media for the way 

he riled up the crowd.
But it was altogether more 

comfortable as he dismissed 
unseeded Dutchman Botic van 
de Zandschulp and he won some 
friends in the process.

The 25-year-old Medvedev 
kept his cool in sweltering con-
ditions on Margaret Court Arena 
to roll through 6-4, 6-4, 6-2 in 
1hr 55min and faces American 
Maxime Cressy in the fourth 
round.

“I’ll put it this way, it’s easier 
to play a guy from the Nether-
lands than a guy from Austral-

ia in Australia in Melbourne,” 
said Medvedev, who has a sim-
ilar love-hate dynamic with the 
crowd in New York.

“Every good relationship must 
have its ups and downs so I think 
it’s good, it’s entertaining and it’s 
real, there is some relationship 
going on.”

Greek fourth seed Tsitsipas, 
who is chasing a maiden major, 
was also largely untroubled in a 
6-3, 7-5, 6-7 (2/7), 6-4 win over 
unseeded Frenchman Benoit 
Paire and plays American Taylor 
Fritz next.

Tsitsipas’s serve was the foun-
dation. He did not drop a service 
game despite losing a set and 
sent down 21 aces.

Medvedev and Tsitsipas, two 
of the generation coming up 
fast behind the “Big Three” of 
Djokovic, Rafael Nadal and Rog-
er Federer, could meet in the 
semi-finals.

There was defeat however for 
Andrey Rublev, the Russian fifth 
seed, who lost in four sets to 

2018 runner-up Marin Cilic.
Felix Auger-Aliassime sent 

home the last Briton left stand-
ing in singles, thrashing Dan Ev-
ans 6-4, 6-1, 6-1.

Auger-Aliassime is regarded 
as a serious upcoming talent in 
men’s tennis and the 21-year-old 
Canadian warned his rivals that 
he was beginning to feel at home 
at the business end of majors.

“Now of course playing more 
and more Grand Slams and I 
have gone to semi-finals (US 
Open last year), I feel more in 
my place,” he said.

Another burgeoning talent, 
the 20-year-old Italian Jannik 
Sinner, defeated Japanese qual-
ifier Taro Daniel in four sets and 
will play Australia’s Alex de Mi-
naur.

‘What else can I ask for?’ 
In the women’s draw, Halep 

swatted aside Danka Kovinic -- 
conqueror of US Open champion 

Emma Raducanu -- 6-2, 6-1 in 
just 64 minutes to set up a date 
with Cornet of France.

The fit-again Halep came into 
the tournament full of confi-
dence after her first title in 16 
months earlier this month at a 
Melbourne warm-up event and 
was always in charge.

The 14th seed next meets un-
seeded Cornet, who celebrated 
her 32nd birthday by slugging 

it out with Slovenian 29th seed 
Tamara Zidansek for a 4-6, 6-4, 
6-2 victory.

The crowd serenaded her by 
singing happy birthday.

“It’s definitely a very, very spe-
cial victory being back in the 
second week 13 years after my 
first (time). It’s quite special,” 
she said.

“The day of my birthday, I 
mean, what else can I ask for?”

World number two Sabalenka 
overcame some of the serving 
problems that have been plagu-
ing her early season, but still 
totted up 10 double faults and 
needed three sets to get past 31st 
seed Marketa Vondrousova.

The Belarusian now meets un-
seeded Estonian veteran Kaia 
Kanepi.

Also safely into round four and 
looking ominous is seventh seed 
Iga Swiatek, who swatted aside 
25th seed Daria Kasatkina, 6-2, 
6-3, but 10th seed Anastasia Pav-
lyuchenkova was a surprise loser 
to unseeded Sorana Cirstea.

I’ll put it this way, it’s 
easier to play a guy 

from the Netherlands 
than a guy from 

Australia in Australia in 
Melbourne
DANIIL MEDVEDEV

Daniil Medvedev in action during his match Simona Halep in action during her match

Ashleigh Barty

After missing Wimble-
don and the French 

Open in an inju-
ry-plagued 2021, Halep 
is now back to peak fit-
ness and has notched 
eight straight wins, 

including a warm-up 
title in Melbourne

KNOW WHAT



Al Rumaihi takes home grand prize in showjumping round

• HH Shaikh Nasser’s 
media office director 
and BREEF PR and 
media committee 
head Tawfiq Al Salehi 
crowns winners

TDT | Manama

Mayoof Al Rumaihi emerged 
as the grand prize winner 

of the sixth showjumping cham-
pionship, held in Sakhir.

HH Shaikh Nasser bin Hamad 
Al Khalifa’s Media Office and 
Information Centre director 
and Bahrain Royal Equestri-
an and Endurance Federation 
(BREEF) PR and media commit-
tee head Tawfiq Al Salehi was 
on hand to crown the Ministry 
of Interior team member as the 
winner.

Al Salehi congratulated the 
top three finishers in the main 
race of the event. He praised 
the efforts exerted by the stables 
to achieve the best results and 
top places, and stated that such 
efforts are contributing to the 
development of showjumping 
in Bahrain. 

Al Salehi added: “The show-
jumping sport is witnessing 
tangible improvement in the 
Kingdom, thanks to the support 

and backing of HH Shaikh Isa 
bin Abdulla Al Khalifa, Presi-
dent of BREEF.”

He also hailed the endeav-
ours of the BREEF showjumping 
committee.

Al Rumaihi defeated his 
competitors over 140cm fenc-
es, clocking 57.62 seconds. 
He was followed by Hussain 
Dadaallah, who posted a time of 
58.73s. Both the first-place win-
ner and runner-up committed 
eight faults each. Meanwhile, 
Al Rumaihi also occupied third 
place as he participated on two 
different horses. He finished 
in 66.05 seconds in his second  

attempt. 
Also, Al Rumaihi jumped to 

victory in the third competi-
tion for senior participants, 
which featured 110cm fences. 
He completed it in 22.15 sec-
onds, leaving second place to 
his brother Sultan, whose time 
was 23.82 seconds. Third place 
went to Abdulla Al Awadhi, who 
crossed the finish line in 25.09  
seconds.

In the fourth competition for 
seniors (120cm fences), Ahmed 
Al Hasheli topped the podi-
um, while Haytham Al Bastaki 
triumphed in the joker event 
which featured 130cm fences.

Manama, Hala play to goalless draw

• Manama retain 
position in second place 
on league standings 
following fourth 
draw in 10 matches

TDT | Manama

Manama were held to a 
goalless draw by Al Hala 

in the final game of week 10 
in the 2021/2022 Nasser bin 
Hamad Bahrain Premier Foot-
ball League.

Both teams had chances to 
score in the contest, but nei-
ther could find the finishing 
touches.

This included Manama’s 

Mahdi Abduljabbar, who is 
currently the league’s top scor-
er with nine goals and who 
also won last season’s Golden 
Boot.

Following the share of the 
points, Manama improved to 
19 points on the league stand-
ings, where they retained their 
position at the beginning of the 
week in second place, seven 
points behind table-toppers 
and back-to-back defending 
champions Riffa. The result 
was their fourth draw in 10 
games.

Hala, on the other hand, 
also had their fourth draw, and 
they went to 10 points in sixth 
place. League action continues 
early next month following an 
international break.
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Bahrain outclass Kuwait in 
Asian handball

Kingdom’s senior men’s national team defeats Gulf rivals by 14 goals to make winning start in main round of 2022 Asian Men’s 
Handball Championship in Saudi Arabia

• Mahdi Saad continues 
impressive form to 
finish as Bahrain’s 
leading scorer with six 
goals in the match 

• Bahrainis rise to 
first place on Group 
II standings following 
result, ahead of Iran 
who beat Iraq in 
yesterday’s other game

TDT | Manama

Bahrain outclassed Ku-
wait 29-15 last night to 
make a winning start to 

their main round campaign in 
the 2022 Asian Men’s Handball 
Championship, being held in 
Saudi Arabia.

The Bahrainis and Kuwaitis 
are in Group II in this stage of 
the competition alongside Iran 
and Iraq. The Iranians won yes-
terday’s other group fixture, 
28-25 against their Iraq coun-
terparts.

Both games were played at 
the Ministry of Sports Hall in 
Dammam.

Bahrain led 17-8 at the half 

against Kuwait and continued 
their final play over the final 30 
minutes.

Mahdi Saad continued im-
pressive form in the tournament, 
top scoring for Bahrain with six 
goals. He was the team’s lead-

ing scorer from the preliminary 
round.

Ahmed Fadhul added five 
goals and was perfect from the 
field, as was Ali Eid who fin-
ished with four goals. Moham-
med Habib also contributed 
four, while skipper Hussain Al 
Sayyad chipped in three and Ali 
Abdulqader had two.

Bahrain goalkeeper Moham-
med Abdulhussain was a rock 
for the Bahrainis, finishing with 
16 saves in the contest.

The Kingdom’s senior men’s 

national team will look to ex-
tended their fine start when 
they play Iraq tomorrow in their 
second game of this phase. Last 
night’s win was also their fourth 
in a row of the competition, hav-
ing previously swept all three of 
their games in the preliminary 
round.

Following their match with 

Iraq tomorrow, they play Iran 
in their last main round game on 
Wednesday.

The Bahrainis must finish 
amongst the top two in their 
group to advance to the semi-fi-
nals. Should they finish third, 
they will play for fifth place 
overall, and if they finish last in 
the group, they will contend for 

seventh place overall.
The teams in Group I are 

South Korea, Saudi Arabia, Qatar 
and Uzbekistan.

The tournament also acts as 
the continental qualifying event 
for the 2023 IHF World Men’s 
Handball Championship. The 
top five-ranked teams earn an 
automatic berth to the worlds.

The nationals are gunning 
for their first title in the Asian 
championship.

In the previous Asian champi-
onship held in January of 2020, 
the Bahrainis finished fourth 
overall. Bahrain have been run-
ners-up four times in the last six 
editions and bronze-medallists 
once.

Bahrain’s Ahmed Fadhul celebrates after scoring a goal against Kuwait

Mohammed Habib in action for Bahrain during their match last night

Manama skipper Isa Moussa dribbles past his Al Hala marker
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The showjumping 
sport is witnessing 

tangible 
improvement in the 

Kingdom, thanks 
to the support and 

backing of HH Shaikh 
Isa bin Abdulla Al 

Khalifa, President of 
BREEF

TAWFIQ AL SALEHI

Olympian and national 
team goalkeeper Mo-

hammed Abdulhussain 
was a rock for Bahrain 
in yesterday’s contest, 
finishing with 16 saves

KNOW WHAT

Group II standings
  P W D L +/- Pts
Bahrain 1 1 0 0 14 2
Iran 1 1 0 0 3 2
Iraq 1 0 0 1 -3 0
Kuwait 1 0 0 1 -14 0

An awarding ceremony from one of the categories One of the participants in action


